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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    

The use of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) in Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS) in asset 

management has been in limited use, mainly in large organizations such as hospitals and military. The 

research in this area is making progress and new solutions with reduced costs with greater resolution 

are presented by different companies that enable the technology to be used in new operating areas. 

This thesis is about the development, implementation and integration of a RTLS solution that enables 

surveillance of the position of keys. The RTLS solution utilizes RTLS hardware to receive the positions 

of the keys. The report describes how the RTLS hardware is selected and how the software solution is 

designed and implemented. The report describes also result of how the finished solution with 

software and hardware cooperates. The most vital problem was to create an efficient zone structure 

that implements the surveillance hierarchy of the keys. The thesis was conducted at a company 

(PAAM Systems) that offers solutions in access and asset management. The company aims to use a 

RTLS in an asset management application for keys. The purpose of this work is to examine the 

existing solutions on the market that provide a RTLS with passive RFID technology. 
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1111 IntroductiIntroductiIntroductiIntroductionononon    

This chapter captures the background and initial thoughts of a new technology for Asset 

management. It also includes the objectives and how the work is planned to be performed. To clarify 

the scope of this work this chapter also presents the limitations. 

1.11.11.11.1 ScopeScopeScopeScope    

This report describes the work performed in a Master thesis project. The project is a 

partial fulfillment for a degree in Master of Science within Computer Systems, covering 

30 ETCS points. The project is examined at the Dept. of Computer and Information 

Science, Linköping University.  

1.21.21.21.2 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    

Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS) exist today with different technologies and are 

used in various types of applications. Examples of applications are asset management, 

distribution, warehousing, inventory and manufacturing. A large group of customers 

for these systems is hospitals, which use the system for asset management. A large 

disadvantage and reason why these systems aren’t more common, is the expensive 

cost for the transponders attached to assets and maintenance. Until recently the 

solutions used an active technology that required battery power for the RFID 

transponders to get a good range and accuracy. New systems today utilize passive 

RFID transponders instead of active RFID transponders that don’t require battery 

power. The range and accuracy of the passive RFID transponder solutions has 

increased in the last few years. The improvement of passive RFID RTLS enables the use 

of RTLS in solutions that demands less cost for transponders and maintenance. 

RTLS is more interesting than ever. The availability to keep track of, control and 

identify objects in a restricted or commercial environment can change the way how 

objects are treated in many markets and businesses.  

The question addressed by this thesis work is how this new technologies can 

cooperate with old solutions and integrate new functionality in order to supervise 

trusted objects. The main task is to search for and use novel technology and identify 

and locate trusted objects in a restricted environment with that technology. 

The new technology enables surveillance of objects with attached RFID transponders 

in a room. The room can be split into zones in which the object is allowed to be in 

without having to check out the object. An object can be checked out and carried 

away from the surveillance area. The checkout is logged with the responsible user and 

the object ID so that the system knows who is responsible for the object when it can’t 

be located. 

The thesis work was performed at PAAM Systems. They supply solutions for access 

control and asset management. PAAM systems have competence in development, 

distribution and support of their products. Their largest product is wired cabinets with 

a management system to operate and administrate the system. PAAM systems are 

interested in new technology to develop wireless solution of their existing stationary 

solution. The wireless solution should work as the stationary cabinet solution and 

monitor the status of a key and keep track of how is using the key. They want to have 

a hardware solution that fits their requirements and integrates in their web based 

platform, Axsor. The platform is described in the next subsection. 
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1.2.1 Existing platform at PAAMExisting platform at PAAMExisting platform at PAAMExisting platform at PAAM    SystemsSystemsSystemsSystems    (Axsor)(Axsor)(Axsor)(Axsor)    

The Axsor platform is a centralized server based system that is connected to PAAM 

systems products. Axsor is based on web services and all administrative access to 

PAAM system’s products is done through the web. Axsor offers administration 

services, statistical information, access, authority and operational information to the 

physical products. In this new implementation Axsor handles the functionality that 

corresponds to access and authority Management, key management and access 

control functions. 

Figure 1 Future system topology 

Figure 1 shows the future topology of Axsor and the surrounding system parts. The 

green boxes and crosshatched arrows are the new RTLS that is implemented in this 

thesis work. The red boxes show the functionality that already exists in Axsor. Key 

Management contains information about the physical keys that are supervised. Access 

and Control Management contains the restrictions and rules for users and objects 

(keys). The blue box is software that is integrated in a peripheral product and 

connected to Axsor. 

Axsor acts as a master and peripheral products acts as slave components under Axsor. 

All information about the products is stored in Axsor. Relevant data for the products 

operation is downloaded to the products and kept consistent with Axsor. This 

approach reduces the traffic between products and Axsor when the products are up 

and running. 

Axsor is the heart in the platform. The users authorities and access permissions is 

arranged by Axsor and distributed to the peripheral product. A user is connected to 

objects through user groups and object groups. If a user collects an object that he isn’t 

allowed to do an alarm event is created with information about the object and the 

user and the current time. The access and authority functionality in the new RTLS 

solution is the same as for the other existing products such as the key cabinet. 
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1.2.2 Wireless surveillance using RFIDWireless surveillance using RFIDWireless surveillance using RFIDWireless surveillance using RFID    

The RTLS RFID system consists of at least one RFID reader, a RFID transponder and an 

information managing host application. The RFID transponder is attached to an asset. 

Through the communication between the transponder and the RFID reader an 

application can determine where the asset is placed. Common methods to locate an 

object are to measure signal strength or look at the angle of the transponder answer 

in relation to the reader. 

Figure 2 Parts included in a passive RFID solution 

The RFID solution described in Figure 2 uses passive RFID and shows how the different 

parts interact with each other. In an active RFID solution the transponder don’t use 

energy from the reader, the transponder has instead a built in energy supply. 

The problem with Passive RFID and RTLS is the short reading distance of passive RFID 

tags. The most common standards in Sweden use the frequency 125 kHz or 13.56MHz. 

The reading distance of such a system is 3-4 cm up to 3m. New systems are in 

development that operate at the frequency of 860-960 MHz. These systems have a 

reading distance up to 30 meters.  

The coverage area of an RFID antenna is not formed as a cube, more like a light bulb, 

which can lead to more than one antenna can see a tag because of double coverage in 

the edge areas of the antenna reading distance. The double coverage introduces 

duplicate positions that can be a disadvantage in a RTLS system. 

1.31.31.31.3 ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives    

The purpose of this thesis work is to: 

• Select a RTLS hardware by: 

o Continue a market-study from Motion Control AB on technologies and 

companies that offer RTLS with RFID. 

o Examine advantages and disadvantages with different RTLS solutions 

and compare the properties of them against the company requirements. 

• Create the software between the RTLS hardware and Axsor by: 

o Design and implement the new RTLS management software module that 

is connected to Axsor. 

o Design and Implement the software middleware for integration between 

the new RTLS management module and the RTLS hardware 

o Test the new software modules together with the RTLS hardware. 

  

Application RFID Reader
RFID-

transponder

Data
Clock

Energy
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1.41.41.41.4 Problem definitionProblem definitionProblem definitionProblem definition    

The project has to solve the real-time location management problem through 

hardware selection and software implementation. 

HardwareHardwareHardwareHardware    

The RTLS hardware is a critical component that needs to be easy to use in large scale 

solutions. The RTLS hardware design needs to follow the regulations of the Swedish 

frequency spectrum. It is also crucial to find a hardware that enable integration 

through an Application Programming Interface (API) to external software. 

SoftwareSoftwareSoftwareSoftware    

To achieve a total coverage of an area the RTLS readers must overlap each other and 

that will result in multiple locations in the system for objects. The RTLS management 

module must consider these duplicate locations. If a RTLS reader report that an object 

is missing the RTLS management module needs to check if the object is coverage by 

another RTLS reader before it is considered to be removed or lost. The RTLS 

management module must be tolerant of misplaced objects by the user and indicate 

where a misplaced object can be found.  

The system needs to keep track of the RTLS readers to achieve full surveillance 

coverage. Unexpected reduced coverage can lead to a malfunctioning system when 

RTLS reader stops report the position of objects. Administration and management of 

the system must be done even if it is running. 

The objective is reached when the software parts can place an object in an absolute 

coordinate system within defined location zones.  The software parts shall also take 

proper actions in correlation to the object position and the current zone the object is 

placed in. The middleware shall retrieve coordinates from the RTLS hardware 

interface. The RTLS Management component shall retrieve and deliver events to Axsor 

such as alarms and activations and deactivations of tags. 

The priority of the objectives is: 

• Collect coordinates from a RTLS reader 

• Transform relative locations into absolute locations 

• Establish communication between the RTLS reader, middleware and RTLS 

management module 

• Implement the functionality of the RTLS management module. 

Tests of the RTLS reader hardware will be performed in an office environment with a 

size of 50 square meters. Mobile phones and wireless data communication will be able 

to interference. Tests will ascertain on how sensitive the transponders are to the 

surroundings and how the transponder must be placed to be seen in the RTLS. The 

software is tested by functional testing using cases including simulation and complete 

system live tests. 

1.51.51.51.5 LiLiLiLimitationsmitationsmitationsmitations    

Only passive RFID solutions for RTLS will be considered in the evaluation of solution for 

this thesis work, active RFID will be considered briefly in the pre study. This work 

includes item management and anti-theft systems, standards for goods and other 

specific applications will therefore not be discussed. The RTLS management software 

module doesn’t use the access and authority module or the key management module 

to give permissions in the operation.  
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1.61.61.61.6 MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods    

The work was divided into several steps. The first step was to continue a preliminary 

study from Motion Control AB with possible RTLS solutions. Thereafter the goal was to 

complement the study with more solutions and an evaluation of the solutions. The 

next step was to make a deep pilot study of RTLS and RFID. The reason for the reverse 

order from normal cases was because we needed to order test systems. One step was 

to design a middleware to connect the RTLS to Axsor. Another step was to implement 

the middleware. Another step was to test the implemented solution with the RTLS and 

Axsor. The last step was to evaluate the new system properties. 

1.6.1 Developing environmentDeveloping environmentDeveloping environmentDeveloping environment    

To develop the wanted functionality in the thesis work the following programs and 

languages are used. The reasons for this specific selection of programs are that PAAM 

Systems uses them in the development of other projects and they can provide 

essential knowledge of the developing environment.  

Visual Studio 2010 [1] is a development environment that assists the programmer with 

suggestions, debugging, compiling, team foundation servers and predefined modules 

for communication to other data structures. Visual Studio was first released 1997 and 

is developed since then, Visual Studio 2010 is today the latest release of Visual Studio. 

Microsoft SQL Server [2] is a database provider. The database stores data in records 

that are logically related as a collection. It uses the relational as the architecture model 

that is the most common type of organizing the records. The database can be used by 

multiple users. Microsoft SQL server 2008 is the latest version of Microsoft’s SQL 

server. 

The programming language Visual Basic is used to implement the applications in this 

thesis. The programming language Visual Basic [3] is an object-oriented language with 

support of graphical and code line programming that supports numerous data inputs 

and communication channels with predefined modules in Visual Studio. 
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1.71.71.71.7 OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    

The structure of this report is as followed: 

Chapter 2 describes how the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology. 

Chapter 3 describes the concept of a Real-Time Location System (RTLS). 

Chapter 4 is devoted to the evaluation of different RTLS that are potential hardware 

candidates. 

Chapter 5 describes how the software around the hardware is designed. 

Chapter 6 contains the detailed description of how the software is implemented and 

how the new system modules cooperate with the RTLS hardware. 

Chapter 7 contains the author’s discussion and conclusions about the thesis work. 

1.81.81.81.8 ConceptsConceptsConceptsConcepts    

RTLS Real-Time Location System is a system that locates objects within a 

supervised area. A system delivers coordinates with different accuracy 

from a couple of meters down to centimeters. 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification is a collection name for technology that 

uses radio waves to identify an object. Both the reader and an object 

can trigger identification in different types of implementations. 

LF Is a term that specifies a part of the frequency spectra, the low 

frequency part is between 125 and 134 kHz. 

HF Is a term that specifies a part of the frequency spectra, the high 

frequency part is between 13.56 and 13.92 MHz. 

VHF Is a term that specifies a part of the frequency spectra, the very high 

frequency part is on 433 MHz. 

UHF Is a term that specifies a part of the frequency spectra, the Ultra high 

frequency part is between 865 and 954 MHz. 

Microwave Is a term that specifies a part of the frequency spectra, the microwave 

frequency part is between 2.4-2.5 and 5.725-5.875 GHz. 

Transponder A transponder is attached to an asset or carried by a person. The 

transponder is also as a “tag” in other situations. 

EIRP The effective isotropically radiated power is the arithmetic product of 

 ��� the power supplied to an antenna and  ���  its gain. Gives: 

 ���� = ��� + ���, all in dBm except gain in dBi. 

DataSet Represents an in-memory cache of data in VB.NET 
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1.91.91.91.9 AbbreviationsAbbreviationsAbbreviationsAbbreviations    

RTLS Real-Time Location System 

RFID Radio Frequency Identification 

EAS Electronic Article Surveillance  

EPC Electronic Product Code 

EPC Gen2 Electronic Product Code Generation 2 

UPC Universal Product Code 

ONS  Object naming service 

LF Low Frequency  

HF High Frequency 

VHF Very High Frequency 

UHF Ultra High Frequency 

EIRP Effective isotropically radiated power 

IC Identification Central 

EAN European Article Numbering  

UCC Uniform Code Council  

ISO International Organization for Standardization 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

RSSI Received signal strength indication 

AoA Angle of Arrival  

TOA Time of Arrival 

GPS Global Positioning System 

IrDA Infrared Data Association  

UWB Ultra Wide Band 

LBS Location-Based Service 

API Application Programming Interface 

dBm Decibel milliwatt 

dBi Decibel isotropic 

IDT Interdigital transducer 

ISM  Industrial, Scientific and Medical  

ITU International Telecommunications Union 
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2222 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    on on on on Radio Frequency Identification (Radio Frequency Identification (Radio Frequency Identification (Radio Frequency Identification (RFIDRFIDRFIDRFID))))    

This chapter describes the concept of RFID, how the technologies work and its possibilities. The 

relevant standards for this thesis work is also described and the EPC code. 

2.12.12.12.1 HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory    

The first implementations of RFID are from the Second World War. The British Royal 

Air Force used a transponder technology to identify their planes in 1940. 1948 a man 

named Harry Stockman wrote a paper “Communications by Means of Reflected 

Power” that was the start of the implementations of RIFD that is used today. That 

technology is used as a base for modern RFID implementations. During the 1960’s the 

first commercial products arrived on the market, one example is the Electronic Article 

Surveillance (EAS) application. The EAS application can determine if a transponder is 

present or absent, commonly used as an alarm for shoplifting. During the 1980’s the 

production of RFID increased rapidly. In Europe the research aimed mainly animal 

tagging, industrial applications and toll roads. In the United States the research aimed 

mainly transportation and access control. The rapid advances in technology and 

integration over the past 20 years has expanded the number of applications, 

complexity and security.  

2.22.22.22.2 RFID ComponentsRFID ComponentsRFID ComponentsRFID Components    

As described in Figure 2 of chapter 1 a RFID system consists of three components. In 

the next subsections these components are described in more detail. 

2.2.1 RFID RFID RFID RFID ApplicationApplicationApplicationApplication    

The application takes care of the information that the RFID Reader retrieves from the 

RFID transponder. The application is a supplier specific part that is different for every 

manufacturer. The application could be an access management that is used to 

regulate access to rooms and buildings. Another application is asset management, a 

example of asset management is the Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS). The EAS 

application issues an alarm if an article with an attached transponder passes the RFID 

reader. EAS is commonly used in stores, the transponder has to be deactivated or 

removed at the pay desk before leaving the store otherwise an alarm will go off. The 

applications grow in complexity and increase the demands on reading distance, 

security and amount of information stored in the RFID transponder and exchanged to 

the reader. Different applications demand different properties and requirements on 

the RFID hardware and therefore there exist many different solutions and standards in 

which the RFID technology is used.  

A RFID system can be classified as a near or far-field propagation system, the two main 

principles for these two classifications are inductive coupling for near field 

propagation and forward power transfer also known as backscatter for far-field 

propagation. The near field systems generally use the LF and HF bands with short 

reading distances. The far field systems generally use the UHF or microwave bands 

with large reading distance. 
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2.2.2 RFID ReaderRFID ReaderRFID ReaderRFID Reader    

The RFID Reader is the heart in the RFID system that communicates the transponder 

information to the application. The reader contains a receiver, a transmitter, a signal 

processor, a controller unit, an antenna and a host communication interface. The RFID 

reader is optimized to realize the requirements of the application. High 

communication bandwidth will reduce the security because of the overhead that is 

introduced to the sended data with security algorithms. Large reading distance 

reduces the bandwidth and strong security reduces the communication bandwidth.  

Depending on which standard the reader follows the function differs in how the 

reader communicates with the transponder. In passive RFID systems, the reader sends 

out an energy field that wakes the transponder and powers up the embedded circuit. 

In active RFID system, the reader can be used as a passive system but the transponder 

can also send a periodic signal to the reader similar to a lighthouse beacon. The signal 

can be captured by more readers and are frequently used in today’s RTLS.  

A reader can be fixed or mobile, fixed readers are placed in strategic locations like a 

store entrance or an assembly line. Mobile or handheld readers are useful to 

supplement fixed readers. The reader can be used in many places and reduce the 

system cost. If a reading from a fixed portal reader fails when it tries to read a box on a 

conveyor belt the box can be identified afterwards with a mobile reader. A mobile 

reader is useful for inventory, to locate specific boxes in storage and to verify an 

assembly order. The cost of a RFID reader varies from 10 dollars to a few thousand 

dollars. The reader can be a read-only or a read/write device, in ordinary cases read-

only readers are used. Read/write readers, often called interrogators, use command 

pulses in the carrier wave to read and write to a transponder.  

2.2.3 RFID TransponderRFID TransponderRFID TransponderRFID Transponder    

The RFID Transponder is a token that holds a non changeable Electronic Product Code 

(EPC) or read and writeable sectors for other information. The visual and architecture 

design of a RFID transponder is difficult to define. The visual design depends on the 

application such like a cardboard box, an airline baggage strip, an identification card or 

a printed label. The architecture design depend on frequency band, read range, 

Effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP), orientation, cost and reliability. There are 

two types of transponders, and a compromise of these two. The types are passive, 

active and semi passive.  

Passive transponders have no internal power source. The transponder extracts the 

energy it needs to run from the inductive field created by the reader. The transponder 

uses the energy to answer the reader. Because of the limited energy the transponder 

has a limited reading distance and the information on the transponder is therefore 

normally only an ID number. Yesterday the common application was inventory, 

antitheft, product shipping and in hospitals. Today new markets have started to grow, 

the reading distance has increased rapidly and new RTLS are introduced that soon can 

compete with similar systems with active transponders.  

The technology backscatter used for these new systems is slightly different compared 

to the inductive coupling. Backscatter transponders modulate the amplitude of the 

carrier wave from the reader and reflect the modulated carrier wave. Changes of the 

amplitude in the carrier wave changes the voltages in the reader antenna, with this 

changes the reader can reconstruct the ID from the transponder. Some energy is 

needed to execute the modulation but less than the function of a transponder with 

inductive coupling. The backscatter technology doesn’t offer any security to protect 

the ID and is broadcasted in plain text. 
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Active transponders have an internal battery or a fixed power source that provides the 

integrated circuit with power. The active transponders can be designed more freely 

than a passive transponder. Different types of microprocessors, sensors and I/O 

devices can be utilized depending on desired functionality. The reading distance is 

about 300% longer than a passive transponder. The active transponder can hold and 

transfer more data than a passive transponder due to the internal power source.  

The active transponder can operate in two different modes. The first is a wake up 

system in which the transponder is deactivated until it is activated by a coded message 

from the reader. The second mode is a beacon system in which the transponder 

notifies its ID or other value at predefined times form every 3 second up to once a day 

or more. This type is commonly used in RTLS. The beacon mode transponders are 

cheaper than the wake up transponders because of less advanced hardware when the 

transponder initiates the communication. 

Semi passive transponders have the functionality of a passive transponder but have an 

internal power source that boosts signal strength from the transponder to the reader. 

2.32.32.32.3 RFID FrequenciesRFID FrequenciesRFID FrequenciesRFID Frequencies    

RFID applies to different markets and is used in different kinds of applications. The 

various types of application and markets have different preferred properties. A 

frequency band provides different advantages depending on were in the frequency 

spectrum the frequency band is. The most commonly used frequency band is LF and 

HF. The largest difference between different frequency bands are the two types of 

reading technologies that are used, inductive field and propagation field. LF and HF 

use the inductive field introduced by the reader. VHF, UHF and Microwave use 

propagation.  

Permissions to use a frequency band are authorized by every country. Because of the 

lack of global permissions the standardizations of frequency bands is complicated. The 

frequency ranges of 125 kHz and 13.56 MHz are almost standardized all over the 

world. The higher frequency ranges for UHF bands involve modifications to get a 

product to follow the restrictions in every country. There are 3 main regions for UHF 

bands as in Figure 3.  

The 125 kHz (LF) band is commonly used because of the low cost transponders and 

relatively long range. The reader provides a high level of power to the transponder. 

The transponder demands low amount of power due to the low clock frequency.  

Because of the low frequency the penetration of materials is good. The transponders 

can use ferrite coils and to extract power which leads to very small components. The 

data transfer is done in plain text, therefore is the security low in existing standards 

Figure 3 Regions for UHF band from [RFID Handbook [4]] 
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for 125 kHz. Copies of transponders do also exist due to the 64 bit identification 

number. 

The 13.56 MHz (HF) band is the most commonly used frequency in access application 

today. The band is a worldwide industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) frequency 

according to the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) frequency plan. The 

data transmission is high, typically 106 Kbits/s. Security is realized with cryptology and 

microprocessors can be implemented in transponders. 

The 433 MHz (VHF) band is used for active transponder applications. The frequency 

band is a worldwide Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band, commonly used in 

amateur radio and therefore crowded with a lot of traffic.  

The 865-954 MHz (UHF) Band is not a worldwide ISM frequency. In Table 1 the band is 

divided into four parts, depending on were a part of the frequency band is legal to use. 

The read range and data rates are significantly higher than in the LF and HF bands. The 

frequency is absorbed by liquids and materials, these problems are under constant 

research and improved in the EPCGen 2 transponders. 

The 2.4-2.5 and 5.725-5.875 GHz (Microwave) band is a worldwide unlicensed band 

and is easier to use compared to the UHF band. The reflection on metal surfaces 

increases the propagation. The antennas are inexpensive and flexible. The high 

frequency demands more power than UHF band which leads to expensive 

transponders. Due to the unlicensed band the band is crowded and therefore more 

susceptible to electronic noise. 

Band Frequency band System Regions/Countries 

Low frequency (LF) 125-134 kHz Inductive United States, Canada, Japan, 

Europe 

High frequency (HF) 13.56 MHz Inductive United States, Canada, Japan, 

Europe 

Very-High frequency 

(VHF) 

433.05-434.79 MHz Propagation in most of Europe, United 

States, under construction in 

Japan 

Ultrahigh frequency 

(UHF) 

865-868 MHz Propagation Europe, Middle East, 

Singapore, Northern Africa 

Ultrahigh frequency 

(UHF) 

866-869 and 923-935 

MHz 

Propagation South Korea, Japan, New 

Zealand 

Ultrahigh frequency 

(UHF) 

902-928 MHz Propagation United States, Canada, South 

America, Mexico, Taiwan, 

China, Australia, Southern 

Africa 

Ultrahigh frequency 

(UHF) 

952-954 MHz Propagation Japan(for passive 

transponders) 

Microwave 2.4-2.5 and 5.725-

5.875 GHz 

Propagation United States, Canada, Europe, 

Japan 

Table 1 Frequency bands used in RFID systems, from (4) 
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2.42.42.42.4 RFID StandardsRFID StandardsRFID StandardsRFID Standards    

Standards are used to facilitate the development and to introduce new products for 

manufacturers. Costumers aren’t forced to use one manufacturer and can use 

products from other manufacturers that are compatible with an established standard. 

A standard and its specification may be set on international or national levels, and 

individual organizations may call their own specification standards. Standards are used 

in every part of our life. There are a common standard to exchange greetings by 

shaking hands or another standard to give a kiss on the cheek, depending on in what 

culture you live in. These kinds of standards aren’t written down anywhere but work 

anyway.  

Standards for RFID are developed by several organizations and are closely connected 

to the RFID industry. The organizations have seat members from key development 

companies and large users of standards. Large developers of RFID standards in item 

management are International Organization for Standardization (ISO), International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Uniform Code Council (UCC), European Article 

Numbering (EAN) and Auto-ID Center. 

There exist numerous standards in the RFID area, roughly classified in 5 parts: 

• Animals 

• Road Transport Telematics 

• Application and conformance standards 

• Financial/transport cards – people related – SC17 

• Item Identification 

The scope of this work covers the item identification. From the user perspective there 

is only one ISO standard for item identification, the ISO 18000 “RFID for item 

management: Air Interface”. The standard is divided in 6 parts due to different 

properties depending on the used frequency: 

• ISO 18000-1 – Generic Parameters for the Air Interface for Globally Accepted 

Frequencies 

• ISO 18000-2 – for frequencies below 135 kHz 

• ISO 18000-3 – for 13.56 MHz 

• ISO 18000-4 – for 2.45 GHz 

• ISO 18000-6 – for 860 to 960 MHz 

• ISO 18000-7 – for 433 MHz 

From an application point of view the standards are: 

• ISO 15961 “RFID for Item Management: Host Interrogator; Transponder 

functional commands and other syntax features” 

• ISO 15962 “RFID for Item Management: Data Syntax” 

• ISO 15963 “RFID for Item Management: Unique Identifications of RF 

transponder and Registrations Authority to manage the uniqueness ” 

o Numbering System 

o Procedural Standard 

• Use of the unique identification of RF transponder in the integrated circuit 

• ISO 18001 “Information technology - RFID for Item Management – Application 

Requirements profiles” 
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2.52.52.52.5 Electronic Product CodeElectronic Product CodeElectronic Product CodeElectronic Product Code    (EPC)(EPC)(EPC)(EPC)    

The EPC can be compared with barcodes and is an item numbering concept on 

individual level. The concept originates from research at the Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) Auto-ID Center and associated centers. These centers identified 

the RFID method to be used for carrying EPC numbers. The RFID technology offers 

several improvements compared to other existing methods like barcodes and 

magnetic stripe card technologies. Auto-ID center has developed an EPC with a 96-bit 

code. The code is divided in different sections and can identify the manufacturer, 

product category and individual item. The EPC is supported by UCC and EAN 

international, the two main organizations that oversee barcode standards. The EPC 

differs from the Universal Product Code (UPC) in many ways, the EPC can carry a 

significantly larger amount of data and can be reprogrammed.  

An Object naming service (ONS) was introduced to support the linking of EPC numbers 

to additional data or information concerning the item that the EPC transponder is 

attached to. The ONS function reminds of a domain name service used for browsing 

information on the web. The service is used to provide a directory service that links 

the EPC number to additional data that is stored on a server storage solution. 

Privacy concerns have been brought up because of the possibility to always be able to 

read transponders and retrieve information. The transponder has to be immobilized at 

the retail counter so that no one can read the transponder again. The transponders 

can also pollute the environment with its responding signal. Today most used 

transponders use an immobilizing function that needs a special password to disable 

the transponder permanently. The problem with privacy and polluting is solved but 

another problem arises; how secure is the immobilizing function from sabotages such 

as covering the transponder. The problem of sabotage still exists and is a great 

problem for the industry.  
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3333 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    on Realon Realon Realon Real----Time Location System (Time Location System (Time Location System (Time Location System (RTLSRTLSRTLSRTLS))))    

This chapter covers the different designs of RTLS technologies and the advantages and disadvantages 

of the approaches. The decision to use passive RFID in this solution is motivated in this chapter. 

3.13.13.13.1 ConceptConceptConceptConcept    

A Real-Time Location System is a type of locating system used to collect a location or 

location of a supervised object. The system requires a reader that communicates or 

listens to a transponder or beacon. A transponder is attached to the supervised object, 

the reader receives signals from the transponder and uses the signal to determine the 

location of the transponder. Numerous technologies can provide RTLS, such as RFID, 

Bluetooth, WLAN and optical. A RTLS doesn’t need to have any specific type of 

properties except that it has to return a location. The accuracy, latency and integrity of 

locating an object are not regulated by the RTLS definition. The way to determine the 

location of an object can be measured in different kinds of ways. A common way is to 

use the received signal strength indication (RSSI) and calculate the distance from the 

reader to the transponder. The RSSI procedure requires that at least 3 readers are in 

range from the transponder to determine the location in 2D. Another way is to use the 

Angel of Arrival (AoA). By determining the angle that a signal is received from the 

location if can be computed in 2D using 2 readers. Another method is to measure the 

Time of Arrival (TOA), in which the location is calculated from the time of arrivals as a 

signal travels with a known speed. The Global Locationing System (GPS) uses this type 

of location calculation. Bit Error Rate (BER) is a measure that can be used to determine 

the distance by looking at the amount of bit errors in a signal transmission. The bit 

error is in direct proportional to the distance. The technique is used in Bluetooth-

based positioning systems.  

3.23.23.23.2 RTLS StandardsRTLS StandardsRTLS StandardsRTLS Standards    

Most of the RTLS or location based service (LBS) systems today are delivered as a 

closed solution that includes location servers, middleware, application and hardware 

in one package, from one vendor. These solutions require often sub optimizations in 

different parts of the system to obtain the expected function for a specific customer. 

This phenomenon is partly explained by lack of standards on these services. Open 

architectures are preferred in order to combine unite and integrate different features 

and functions from various infrastructure vendors into one solution. To reach this 

open architecture structure the use of standards are necessary. Vendors that provide 

parts of an RTLS solution have recently reach the market with their solutions.  

There are standards that cover other RTLS solutions than for RFID solutions, this report 

is aspired to RTLS with RFID technology and therefore only RTLS standards for RFID is 

brought up. 

 The standard that is interesting in this thesis work is the ISO/IEC 24730 [5]. It defines 

two air protocols and one API. To reach compliance with the ISO/IEC 24730 standard 

both parts needs to be compliant. The standard is intended to encourage 

interoperability and allow compatibility for products in the RTLS market. The standard 

is designed for real-time location systems for use in asset management. The two parts 

are: 

• ISO/IEC 24730-1:2006, this part defines an API that is needed for 

external applications to utilize a RTLS. 

• ISO/IEC 24730-2:2006 regulates the interface protocol for the 2.4 

GHz frequency band that is internationally available. 
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3.33.33.33.3 RTLS RTLS RTLS RTLS technologiestechnologiestechnologiestechnologies    

The RTLS solutions are realized in different technologies. The solutions qualify as RTLS 

solution but with different properties, functionality and use. Table 2 describes 

different RTLS solutions and their properties. 

Table 2 General properties of various RTL systems 

Global Positioning System (GPS) uses satellites and a time synchronization signal to 

estimate the location. The information is strictly one way. The connection to a satellite 

requires a visual contact between the satellite and the GPS receiver. A location 

requires contact with at least 3 satellites. The system is successful in the wide area 

outside in cars and by military applications, but the weak signal limits the use indoor.  

Wi-Fi uses a wireless LAN. A Wi-Fi solution can piggyback on an existing LAN. The 

solution uses a Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) to measure and triangulate 

objects within the supervised area. The accuracy is down to meters because of the 

difficulty to determine the location through walls. Materials can absorb the signal and 

distort the measurement.  

Bluetooth uses the RSSI or BER to measure the distance to other devices. The 

network topology can be either a fixed triangulation network or an Ad hoc network. 

The range of Bluetooth is relatively small and therefore its accuracy and is not 

sufficient for all applications. But more than one metric exist to estimate the location 

and if these are combined a higher accuracy can be achieved. 

TV uses the TV signal that is broadcasted almost everywhere. The signal contains 

synchronization signals that can be used in mobile devices to estimate a location. The 

TV signal is 10,000 times stronger than a GPS signal which enables positioning indoor 

were a GPS signal is too weak. A solution exits that combines the positioning data from 

the GPS signal and TV signal. 

Ultra Wide Band (UWB) uses behave similarly to radar with short RF pulses. The 

pulse is emitted in a high band of frequency simultaneously. UWB uses TOA and has 

good multipath acceptance. The pulses lead to a location accuracy of 15 cm. The 

technology has high capabilities of transmitting data. Around 40 to 60 Mbits/sec is 

RTLS 

Techniques 
GPS Wi-Fi Bluetooth RFID TV UWB IR IrDA Home RF 

Bitrate N/A 
1-108 

Mbits/s 
1 Mbits/s N/A N/A 

40-60 

Mbits/s 
N/A 

16 

Mbits/s 
1 Mbits/s 

Security N/A 
Very 

good 
Very good Good N/A N/A   N/A Good N/A 

Range Long 
Up to 

100m 
100m/20m/10m 

0-20 

m 
Long 9 m 

10-30 

cm 
1-3 m 45 m 

Accuracy 10-20 m 2-5 m Range 
30 

cm 

Room 

level 
15 cm 

Room 

level 
Range N/A 

Power 

consumption 
Low N/A Low Low N/A N/A N/A Low N/A 

Exchange of 

location/same 

communication 

network 

(infrastructure) 

N/A Yes Yes No N/A N/A No 
No/Yes 

(Limited) 
Yes 
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feasible. The wide use of frequency band makes the technology illegal to use in some 

countries due to radio frequencies regulations. 

Infrared Data Association (IrDA) uses infrared light as transfer medium. IrDA 

exchanges location information to other devices. In an IrDA network the devices are 

either master or slave, the allocation is handled dynamically by the devices. An IrDA 

device has automatic service discovery and if positioning service doesn’t exist the 

device can still work as a relay to other devices.   

Home RF is designed to use an existing PC infrastructure. The frequency range is 2.45 

GHz and the distance is up to 45 meters. The solution supports ad hoc and 

infrastructure technologies. Home RF can support six voice channels with full duplex. 

3.3.1 Evaluation of RTLS solutionsEvaluation of RTLS solutionsEvaluation of RTLS solutionsEvaluation of RTLS solutions    

The intended function of the solution in this work is to determine the coordinates of 

an object. Solutions in which the transponder can mediate locations to a reader from 

another transponder increases the reading distance. A drawback is that the 

transponder needs an internal power solution. A solution that involves light such as 

IrDA is easy to interfere by blocking the light beam from the transponder and 

therefore hard to use in this type of application. The wanted solution should work, 

even if the transponder is covered with some restrictions on materials. The solution is 

supposed to locate objects, but the objects don’t need to know their own location.  

That means that solutions like TV, Home RF and GPS are excluded. Wi-Fi is excluded 

because of the low accuracy and the lack of a passive solution support but has a 

significant advantage that it can use an existing Wireless LAN. The UWB solution works 

in theory and in not regulated areas very well but is considered as a noisy technology 

because of the wide frequency use. The RFID solution’s largest disadvantage is the 

reading distance, but depending on wanted accuracy the reading range can increase if 

a lower accuracy is accepted. 

3.43.43.43.4 Passive RFID against Active RFID inPassive RFID against Active RFID inPassive RFID against Active RFID inPassive RFID against Active RFID in    RTLSRTLSRTLSRTLS    

RFID is used in several types of applications. RTLS is one of them. The demand on an 

application and the final use of a system defines if it should use passive or active RFID. 

There are rather small differences in reader technology between active and passive 

RTLS solutions. The large difference is between the transponders. An active 

transponder uses a battery to communicate with the reader, the passive transponder 

uses the power from the carry wave to answer the reader. The largest difference 

between active and passive RTLS is the price and reading distances. The battery inside 

an active transponder generally gives the transponder greater reading distance, but 

the trade offs are that the transponders have greater size, greater cost and limited life 

time, typically 2-5 years. The passive transponder has shorter reading distance, but the 

benefits are a small transponder that is cheap and has unlimited life time. A major 

reason to use the passive transponder instead of active transponders is the price for 

transponders. A passive transponder costs less than 1 dollar, the active transponder 

normally costs between 10-50 dollars.  

A RTLS can use two different protocols: “transponder-talks-first” and “reader-talks-

first”. In the “transponder-talks-first” protocol the transponder initiates the 

communication, it is used in some active RTLS solutions. The protocol can’t be used in 

with passive transponders because the transponder needs power to send to the 

reader. The transponder initiates the communication by transmitting a signal that 

passes its own parameters such as identity and a temperature or another environment 

variable to the reader.  
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In the “reader-talks-first” protocol the reader broadcasts a carrier wave that the 

transponders reply to. The reply is often only an identification number but a passive 

transponder can also hold other information.  

RTLS solutions that are implemented by passive RFID use this type of approach.  Much 

research is put on how to improve the readers and transponders in both active and 

passive RFID. In the last 5 years the reading distance of passive RTLS solutions has 

increased from 3 m up to 30 m and the accuracy from the whole range down to 30 cm 

or in some cases down to millimeters. Today active RFID RTLS is commonly used for 

example in hospitals to track and locate assets and personnel because of the long 

reading distance. An implementation of such a system involves a high initial and 

running cost and therefore not commonly used in smaller businesses with smaller 

quantities of assets. Passive RFID RTLS is not commonly used today but the 

development has recently reached a point in which the passive RTLS is used to track 

and locate assets in warehouses. One large area is to have RFID inlays in traditional 

barcodes. The active RTLS uses commonly 2.4 to 2.5 GHz and can piggyback on already 

existing wireless LANs and requires fewer readers to cover an area than required in 

passive RTLS.  
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4444 Evaluation of existing passive RFID RTLS systemsEvaluation of existing passive RFID RTLS systemsEvaluation of existing passive RFID RTLS systemsEvaluation of existing passive RFID RTLS systems    

This chapter describes the RTLS solutions that were of interest for building a solution to keep track of 

keys. The chapter describes the 4 solutions that were investigated. 

4.14.14.14.1 Market Market Market Market study from Motion Controlstudy from Motion Controlstudy from Motion Controlstudy from Motion Control    

A market study in location systems has been performed by the Company Motion 

Control in Västerås. Motion Control develops electronics and software. The market 

study
1
 gives an overview of systems that can present locations of RFID transponders. 

The report covers 30 systems and 15 systems of them have been examined in more 

detail. The report doesn’t consider the accuracy or operating distance of the solutions. 

The purpose of the study is to speed up the initial work and provide a knowledge base 

to start an analysis of potential location systems. The solutions should follow 

predefined specifications and demands from the specification of this work. The market 

study resulted in one interesting solution from Mojix that is further treated in this 

thesis work. 

4.24.24.24.2 Additional solutionsAdditional solutionsAdditional solutionsAdditional solutions    

To complement Motion Control’s market study another small market study has been 

done as a part of this thesis work with more specific parameters and narrower 

specification. The study resulted in 3 new solutions. One solution developed by the 

company RF Controls. One solution developed by the company RFSAW and one 

solution developed by the company Trolleyscan. 

4.34.34.34.3 Evaluation of solutionsEvaluation of solutionsEvaluation of solutionsEvaluation of solutions    

The evaluation and analysis of the 4 systems that takes the 7 parameters complying 

with the requirements of this thesis work into consideration are described below. 

• Operation frequency 

• Operation range 

• Conformance to standards 

• 3D support 

• Transponder technology  

• Accuracy 

• Solution hardware structure 

The 4 systems are developed by 4 different companies. The companies are: 

• Mojix 

• RF Controls 

• RF Saw 

• Trolleyscan 

  

                                                           
1
 This report is an internal report and available as a reference document. 
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4.3.1 MOJIXMOJIXMOJIXMOJIX    

Mojix [6] uses “e-nodes” to excite the RFID 

transponder, the e-nodes can be stationary or 

mobile. The signal from the transponder is received 

by a “Star Receiver”. A Star Receiver can handle 512 

e-nodes, the receiver is highly sensitive therefore in 

most cases there is only a need for one Star 

Receiver. The e-nodes can be oriented in a three dimensional covering area or around 

doors etc. The e-node can excite transponders within 10 meters. Mojix can handle 

dock doors, inventory, item tracking, manufacturing and Work-In-Progress (WIP), yard 

management and security. The system was found hard to use as a Real-Time Location 

System (RTLS) in which the exact location needs to be known. This system can provide 

knowledge about in what area (±10m) a transponder is in. On the company IDTechEx 

website [7] a test of the system is available. They are indicating an operating range of 

100 meters. Mojix says that it has a range of 200 meters.  

The system can control 25,000 sq meters with one Star system. The names are 

sometimes confusing but a Star System is the whole system that includes the 

transponders, Star Receivers and e-nodes. 

Mojix has a complete system for tracking assets for example clothes in a store. The 

system seems to aim at track and locate objects within an area. This system can show 

that an object is within a specific area not at a specific point with x,y,z  coordinates. In 

our implementation there is a need for x,y,z coordinates. Therefore this is not an ideal 

solution. The solution is a product ready for installation in a store without a standard 

API for using their solution in another application. To implement a new API from the 

hardware will demand much time and effort. 

4.3.2 RF ControlsRF ControlsRF ControlsRF Controls    

RF controls [8] has a system that they call Intelligent 

Tracking and Control System (ITCS). The system is 

comprised of distributed proprietary antennas. Each 

antenna is connected by Ethernet to the Location 

Processor, which runs on a server. The antenna is an 

integrated unit that holds a set of comprised 

antennas, a peripheral controller and an RFID reader module. The antenna captures 

the id, additional data and the location of the transponder. The information is 

available through an Application Program Interface (API) developed according to the 

development ISO 24730-1 specification. The system is scalable and there are no found 

restrictions about how many antennas that can be connected. 

RF Controls has a complete system for location of RFID objects, the system offers  

hardware and software that just returns the location of an object in x,y,z The locations 

are stored in a location database. It is up to the purchaser to decide what to do with 

the information and implement an application. It is rather easy to retrieve information 

from their standardized API. A problem with this kind of solution is to estimate the 

absolute location from a relative location. The data sheets don’t reveal so much about 

the accuracy, only that they claim that they have better accuracy than other 

technologies because of their new proprietary antenna.  

  

Frequency UHF Gen2 

Operation range 200m 

Standard no 

3D support no 

Semi-passive yes 

Frequency UHF Gen2 

Operation range (10m)30m? 

Standard ISO24730-1 

3D support yes 

Semi-passive yes 
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4.3.3 RFSAWRFSAWRFSAWRFSAW    

RFSAW [9] has a product they call Surface Acoustic 

Wave (SAW) RFID. The SAW transponder solution 

includes a 96 and 64-bit EPC-compatible 

transponder and reader system. The system has the 

ability to read on liquid and metal products. It also 

offers interference resistant, high-speed reading. 

The reader emits a radio wave pulse that is converted into a Surface Acoustic Wave on 

the SAW chip surface by the interdigital transducer (IDT). The IDT converts those 

pulses into an encoded radio wave reply signal that is sent back to the reader. To 

accomplish that the acoustic wave travels past a set of wave reflectors to produce 

uniquely encoded acoustic wave pulses, which travel back to the IDT. The SAW chip 

operates using the piezoelectric effect and does not use internal power.    

RFSAW has another technology with backscatter transponders that can use up to 96 

bits EPC. The transponder object only reflects the sender wave in different patterns 

that translates into EPC. The technology seems to be as good as the others but their 

reader isn’t approved for sale yet. Because of the time constraint in the project there 

was not enough time to wait for the release. 

4.3.4 TrolleyscanTrolleyscanTrolleyscanTrolleyscan    

Trolleyscan [10] has a system they named RFID-

radar. It uses the same principle as radar, the 

distance from the transponder to the antenna. The 

system allows many radars to be used close to each 

other, scanning their own zone. It isn’t clear if you 

can use the system to triangulate a transponder. The 

system can run on a Windows32 platform and the 

output from the reader is distance and angle to each transponder within its scope. 

The radar operates in four steps:  

• First when a new transponder entering the zone, the transponder identity is 

known but is displayed with a default location. 

• The Second Step is to measure the distance and angle to the transponder, 

which takes about 20 seconds. 

• In the third step the transponder location is updated until the condition under 

the fourth step is fulfilled. 

• The fourth step is when the signal is lost from a transponder. The system will 

then report an estimated location based on past measurements. 

The system has a high accuracy. 1mm accuracy is feasible when the location is 

reported as the difference from the old location. 50cm accuracy is feasible when the 

location is reported as an absolute location from the reader.  The accuracy is feasible 

for a credit card measured on a 14 meters distance. There are measurements for 

active transponders and for passive transponders like credit cards and sticky labels. 

This system is interesting because of the high accuracy. The lack of 3D support can be 

worked around depending on how the system should work. They have some support 

for 3D but not for sale at the moment. There are three versions for sale, an OEM 

version, a standalone version and a starter RFID-radar system complete with antennas, 

cables and transponders. 

  

Frequency 2,45GHz 

Operation range 10m(3-20m) 

Standard no 

3D support yes 

Semi-passive no 

Frequency UHF 

Operation range 40m 

Standard no 

3D support no 

Semi-passive Yes 
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Trolleyscan have different versions of their solution. The purchaser can specify the 

system to only be a hardware solution or include different kinds of software. They 

have specified an exceptionally good accuracy that is preferred in our solution but the 

lack of 3D support and the amount of time it takes to find a location is a major 

disadvantage. 

4.44.44.44.4 Hardware discussionHardware discussionHardware discussionHardware discussion    

The solutions are based on 4 different technologies that can perform as a RTLS. There 

are benefits with a solution that do not have developed software for displaying and 

processing the location data. These demands less work to integrate the new RTLS into 

the existing system and it is easier to implement new products.  

  Mojix RF Controls Trolleyscan RFSAW 

Reading range 200 m 30 m 40 m  30 m 

Technology UHF UHF UHF Microwave 

Accuracy m Not Known- mm Cm 

3D Support no Yes No Yes 

OEM version No Yes Yes No 

Standard API No Yes No No 

Certified Yes Yes Yes No 

Scaling Easy Easy Medium Medium 

Table 3 Advantages and Disadvantages with evaluated RTLS solutions 

All solutions except for RFSAW use UHF frequencies with 860-960 MHz. Mojix, RF 

controls and TrolleyScan follow the EPC Gen 2 standard. This application uses the 

transponder for identification not for authentication. The transponder should be 

unique because of the Electronic Product Code (EPC) key bit length. The standard 

doesn’t offer any type of security regarding copying the EPC to another transponder. 

There are advantages and disadvantages with all solutions and technologies. Support 

for 3D is the feature that is most important in this analysis and the OEM-version is also 

a big advantage. The final selected solution is going to be purchased and tested with 

the new developed software. Therefore it’s important that the solution can be 

purchased. Mojix is excluded because of the complexity in the hardware for our 

implementation. RFSAW is excluded because their solution is so far not certified for 

sale in the United States of America or Europe. RF Controls solution is a great solution 

but without any accuracy given in the data sheet and is not certified for sale outside 

the United States. It is therefore not an alternative at the moment. The lack of 

certainty to deliver to this project leads to this solution elimination. Trolleyscan can 

provide 3D by using two 2D measurements and therefore complies with our 

conditions. The solution from Trolleyscan is considered as the best available 

alternative at time of writing of this report. 
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4.54.54.54.5 Details for the Details for the Details for the Details for the RTLSRTLSRTLSRTLS    solution from Trolleyscansolution from Trolleyscansolution from Trolleyscansolution from Trolleyscan    

The RFID–Radar solution described in Figure 4 uses three antennas. One antenna 

broadcasts the carrier wave and the two other antennas listen for answers from 

transponders. The antennas are connected to a combined reader and processing unit 

that translates the communication to transponder identifications and locations. The 

processing unit delivers the transponder identifications and location to a computer 

through RS-232. The solution can determine locations and identity of the transponders 

within ±32 degrees from a center line and at distances up to 60 m from antenna with 

battery assisted semi-passive transponders.  

Figure 4 System Description Trolleyscan 

• The solution uses angle of arrival (AoA) to determine the angle, two antenna 

receivers give 2 angles and from that the location is determined. 

• The solution can operate at any frequency between 860-960 MHz, it uses a 

range of 10 kHz radio spectrum. 

• The solution uses backscatter transponders. 

• Many RFID-radars can be used close to each other at the same location, each 

scanning their own zone.  

• The solution can use low cost chip transponders and more complex long range 

transponders. 

• 50 transponders can be located and tracked by one processing unit at any 

time. 

• Transponders are identified at speeds up to 300 km/h. 

• The RF power out is from 0.5 to 4 watts, and is changeable by user. 

• The solution uses the “transponder-talks-first” protocol. 

• The solutions don’t interfere with mobile phones. 

A transponder identity and location is defined through three steps. In the first step the 

identity of the transponder is determined provided its speed is up to 300 km/h The 

location of the transponder is then reported as a dummy location at 60m and 0 

degrees. In the second step the system determines the location of the transponder. 

The measurement takes about 20 seconds. In the third step the transponder is tracked 

and each transponder’s location is reported at one second intervals. If the signal is lost 

for less than 10 second from a transponder the location is estimated based on 

previous location. If the time is greater than 10 seconds, the location is reported by a 

dummy location. The reader delivers the located objects location with a specified time 

interval from 1 to 20 seconds.  

RFID Reader
Computer

(Application)

RS-232

Coaxial

Coaxial

Coaxial Receiving 
Antenna

Energy Field 
Antenna

Receiving 
Antenna

Transponders
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The operating software in the reader has several parameters that are configurable. 

The configuration is managed through the RS-232 serial Communication protocol. The 

reader can operate in another mode than Radar mode. The other mode senses the 

object when it enters the surveillance area and reports the object without a location. 

The reader stops tracing the object when the object leaves the surveillance area. 

The communication interface to the RTLS uses RS-232 serial communication protocol 

to export the identification of each transponder and its coordinates to an application. 

Location updates can be sent with an interval of 1 to 20 seconds. RS-232 is a serial 

communication protocol that is standardized and the C revision of the standard is used 

since 1969. The protocol uses asynchronous communication with a start bit to 

initialize transfer of data. The parity bit is an error detection bit that the sender and 

receiver calculate from the data bits. If the calculated parity bit at the receiver is the 

same as the received parity bit, the data bits are considered to be accurate. The stop 

bits can vary depending on configuration and are not an ordinary bit but a minimum 

period of time of channel idle time. The time length of the stop bit can be equal to the 

length of 1 bit to 2 bits when the data bits length greater than 5 bits. Figure 5 

describes how the bits in a message are divided. 

Start Bit Data Bits Parity Bit Stop Bits 

Figure 5 RS-232 Bit configuration 

The data message is exported through RS-232 from the RTLS. The message contains 

the identification code, a distance and an angle for the transponder. One message is 

sent for each transponder that is in the range of the system. The data message enters 

a buffer in the receiving system in this case a computer. An application opens a 

connection to the communication port and reads the messages from the buffer into 

the program. 
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5555 System DesignSystem DesignSystem DesignSystem Design    

This chapter describes the new RTLS solution in the matter of the design premises and the 

implementation. The design is developed in cooperation with the development section and approved 

by PAAM systems. The chapter also includes the definition of the coordinate system that the new 

RTLS solution uses. 

5.15.15.15.1 Functional design and requirements Functional design and requirements Functional design and requirements Functional design and requirements     

Figure 6 shows an office that is divided into 3 cubic zones: green, red and blue. The 

triangular shaped forms depict 4 readers and how they cover the supervised 

assemblies. To identify the location of an object the location is determined by absolute 

coordinate system in x-y-z that is defined for each assembly.  

Figure 7 Zone definition 

To implement a search and placing control there are individual zones in which the 

object is placed when the object is checked in. This zone is around an object hook and 

called Location zones (L-zone) See Figure 7.  

For the supervision a room is defined as a zone which the object is allowed to move 

without being treated as disappeared or stolen. These zones are called Motion zones 

(M-zones) See Figure 7. 

Figure 6 An system to supervise objects in three rooms    

M-Zone 

(Blue area) 

I-Zone 

(Inside dotted line) 

L-Zone 

(Green boxes) 
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Identification zones (I-zone) (See Figure 7) exist in connection to the room exit. I-zones 

are used to identify and deactivate objects. A user places him in the zone, objects that 

he is carrying is connected to that user and deactivated in the surveillance. One user is 

allowed in the I-zone at the time.  

The office is defined as an assembly. An assembly always contains a collection of 

readers and at least one M, I-Zone. An assembly is normally defined to supervise an 

office that is larger than just a single room. In Figure 6 the assembly contains the 4 

readers, 3 M-zones and 3 I-zones. 

Time is essential to define the location of an object at a specific point and to be certain 

when an object was collected from the room. Time is represented by a TimeStamp 

that is defined when a reader reads the object. The TimeStamp is used to verify that 

no object is missing since the last reading. The TimeStamp connection between the 

object and the reader is necessary when an object is read by more than one reader. If 

the object only has one TimeStamp it will only be coherent to the reader that last 

updated the location of the object. 

An object has one or more Location-zones that are the home zone for the object, in 

this case a key. This zone could in reality be around a hook on the wall. An object is 

supposed to be returned to an L-zone that is connected to that object. If the object is 

returned to an unconnected L-zone the object is considered to be returned but 

misplaced. That will result in a misplaced flag. The misplaced flag is then shown in the 

user interface. 

The system uses a coordinate system that is absolute and has one origin for each 

assembly. The readers are defined in an assembly and deliver the location, from the 

objects, relative to its own location. The relative location is then translated to an 

absolute location with the knowledge of the reader location in the assembly. 

The system is divided in parts that enable scalability. A reader is connected to an 

application that transforms the readings into the right format for the system. The 

application is localized near the readers typically in each room. The application is 

connected to Axsor, and handles the information processing, logs different events and 

stores the locations of the objects. The system can then pass the stored information to 

Axsor when it’s asked for. 

The system updates the location of each object every second. The internal system 

resolution of the object location is millimeters. Depending on the accuracy of the 

reader and what the system is monitoring the external resolution can be set to the 

needs of the end application through scaling. 

The communication between the different parts in the system is done through SOAP-

XML. The readers communicate through a RS-232 protocol channel. 

The information and data that the new system collects is stored into database tables. 

The databases are mirrored to Axsor to keep consistency between the system and 

Axsor. 

The system design enables easy modifications if new types of readers are attached to 

the system. The design enables modifications of functions and to add new 

functionality. 

The system uses an adjustable filter for new object locations that reduces the number 

of records in the database.  

The system has functionality to add new zones to the database in form of a graphical 

user interface. 
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The system implements an identification central (IC) in which a user can search for a 

specific object, in this specific case a key. 

The design adapts functionality from Axsor in form of a SQL helper that communicates 

with the database and the application design mentality to ensure the integration 

feature. 

5.25.25.25.2 Architecture specificationArchitecture specificationArchitecture specificationArchitecture specification        

The system operates between the RTLS system and PAAM’s system Axsor as described 

in Figure 1 Future system topology. The system prepares and processes locations from 

the RTLS reader into a database. The system also handles the surveillance with support 

from Axsor. The system receives permissions and conditions from Axsor and manages 

the control if a transponder location violates any of the permissions set by Axsor. The 

system is divided in 3 parts, the Head Kernel Application (HKApp) part and Location 

Hardware Interface (LHInt) part. The third part HKAppVisualize contributes to the 

system with the possibility to simulate the function of LHInt, to add zones and see the 

structure of the assembly. Figure 8 shows the application stack and how the 

connections between Axsor, HKApp, LHInt and the RTLS are made. The system is based 

on web-services, the information is stored in databases and the RTLS Hardware 

communicates with LHInt with RS-232. The individual function and purpose of HKApp, 

LHInt, Database and HKAppVisualize are explained and documented in this and the 

next chapter.  

Figure 8 Application stack 

The RTLS hardware and locationing software originates from Trolleyscan and delivers 

transponder coordinates from transponders within its reading distance. Axsor is the 

software platform developed by PAAM Systems described earlier. HKApp, LHInt, 

HKAppVisualize and the database are the system parts that implement the new 

system. The functionality of the different parts and what they are responsible for are 

described next. 
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5.2.1 Head Kernel Application (HKApp)Head Kernel Application (HKApp)Head Kernel Application (HKApp)Head Kernel Application (HKApp)        

HKApp is the central part of the new RTLS solution. HKApp receives the location of 

objects from LHInt. The new locations are stored in the database. Each new location is 

then controlled in several steps to ensure that the objects are in an approved location. 

HKApp contains the structure of zones and readers. HKApp know the location and 

direction of the readers in relation to its origin. The knowledge of the reader’s 

orientation is distributed to LHInt and is used to calculate the location. HKApp 

implements the functions that enable a user to collect and check out an object. HKApp 

has an internal resolution that is set to millimeters ensure that the application don’t 

restrict the possibilities of high resolution implementations in the future. 

5.2.2 Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)        

LHInt delivers coordinates from objects to HKApp. LHInt is a windows service that 

listens to serial communication ports for object locations from RTLS readers. The 

system transforms a distance and an angle from objects to coordinates relatively the 

reader’s location that is delivered from the hardware. LHInt handles 4 readers in each 

service. LHInt is able to run in two modes: reader mode and simulation mode. These 

modes are explained in the Detailed Implementation part. The LHInt provides a 

transparent hardware and software solution to HKApp with relative coordinates 

independent of how they are oriented. The translation from the RTLS reader to HKApp 

is entirely done by the Location Hardware Interface (LHInt). 

5.2.3 HKAppVisualizeHKAppVisualizeHKAppVisualizeHKAppVisualize    

HKAppVisualize is a configuration, simulation and surveillance program that 

communicates with the database and HKApp. HKAppVisualize is a standard Windows 

Form. The program configures new zones in the system that objects are attached to. 

The program reads the object locations in the database and displays them on a map 

together with the defined zones. In simulation mode a user can move the objects in 

the map. The movements are sent to HKApp. Through a status row the changes in the 

database can be monitored, if the system reacts as the specification the system can be 

considered to work as the specification. If the system is in surveillance mode the 

object movements are displayed on the screen and showed to the user. 

5.2.4 DatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabase    

HKApp uses three databases. The design depends on the type of information that is 

stored in the database. The database Hk_Admin is placed in HKApp and Axsor, the 

maintenance is done by Axsor. The database holds static information about 

assemblies, readers, objects, zones and permissions. The information is not normally 

changed during the system operation. The database Hk_Status is placed in HKApp, the 

database contains information about the status of objects, readers and users. The 

information in Hk_Status change during the system operation. The Database 

Hk_History is placed in HKApp. The database contains historical data of how the object 

moves, store alarms, system events and changes in the surveillance status. The 

database also provides tracing and logging of relevant information in HKApp. 
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5.2.5 Coordinate systemCoordinate systemCoordinate systemCoordinate system    

The coordinate system is a critical component of the RTLS that enables HKApp to 

define zones with different properties and to keep track of the objects location in 

relation to the zones and other objects. The readers are defined in the absolute 

coordinate system that exists for an assembly. The properties and function of an 

assembly is described further in the detailed description of HKApp. The LHInt is aware 

of the reader locations. The LHInt receives only values to recalculate the object 

location to the absolute coordinate system in form of an X and Y delta and reading 

orientation of the readers from HKApp. The values is used when the locations are 

gathered by LHInt, before the values are sent to HKApp 

The coordinate system defines the locations that objects can be placed in. A system 

has one origin, the reader locations is defined relatively from the origin. The system is 

developed to handle 3 dimensions. In this application only 2 dimensions are used, X 

and Y. The coordinate system enables surveillance in larger areas in which one reader 

has too small coverage. An assembly contains one origin that defines an absolute 

coordinate system. In that coordinate system small coordinate systems are defined 

relatively to the origin. Each reader in an assembly has an own coordinate system 

relatively to the assembly. In Figure 9 two readers are defined in an absolute 

coordinate. The red line symbols the direction of the reader.  

 

  

Figure 9 Absolute coordinate system with two readers 
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Relative coordinatesRelative coordinatesRelative coordinatesRelative coordinates    

The relative coordinates originate from the location of the reader and its origin. The 

hardware that is used determines the distance and angle from its origin to each 

object. To transform these values to X and Y coordinates the two formulas described 

below are used. The resolution parameter is used to adapt the coordinate to the right 

unit that is used internally in HKApp. The reader that is used measures the location in 

degrees and meters with 2 decimals. The resolution parameter converts that to 

millimeters that are the internal resolution of the database. The translationFactor is an 

angle that compensates for the direction of the reader in relation to the absolute 

coordinate system as shown in Figure 9. 

�� =  ������� ∗ ���������� ∗ cos ������� + ������������������ ∗  
180 $ 

Equation 1 X Relative Calculation 

�% =  ������� ∗ ���������� ∗ sin ������� + ������������������ ∗  
180 $ 

Equation 2 Y Relative Calculation 

Absolute coordinatesAbsolute coordinatesAbsolute coordinatesAbsolute coordinates    

The relative coordinate system is defined in the absolute coordinate system through 

three offset variable one for each dimension. This implementation only uses 2 

dimensions, X and Y. The calculations are therefore only done in 2 dimensions. The 

absolute coordinate system is defined for each assembly that exists in a system, the 

assembly is typically limited to a room or less than a one building floor. The coordinate 

systems can overlap without interfering with each other because an assembly only 

takes objects in consideration that are defined to belong to that assembly. The unit of 

X and Y depends of which units are used as inputs. 

��, �% = Relative coordinates from LHInt 

)**����, )**���% = Offset distances to the relative origin 

� = )**���� + �±��� 

Equation 3 X Absolute Calculation 

% = )**���% + �±�%� 

Equation 4 Y Absolute Calculation 

An example of a calculation from the reader location to an absolute location is shown 

on the next page. 
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Figure 10 Location calculation of an object 

, =  � ∗ cos ��- ± .� ∗  
180 $ 

� = � = / + , 

� =  � ∗ sin ��- ± .� ∗  
180 $ 

% = � = 0 + � 

The point R symbolize a reader and the G point an object. The origin is the origin of the 

absolute coordinate system of the assembly. The red line is the direction of the reader. 

0.5 =  0.7071 ∗ cos ��68.9 − 23.9� ∗  
180 $ 

� = 0.7 = 0.2 + 0.5 

0.5 = 0.7071 ∗ sin ��68.9 − 23.9� ∗  
180 $ 

% = 0.7 = 0.2 + 0.5 

Equation 5 Coordinate calculation proof 

The G Point location is described as the distance 0.7071  and an angle of −23.9 

degrees that results after the calculation at the location of 9�0.7, 0.7� in HKApp. 
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6666 ImplementationImplementationImplementationImplementation    and Testingand Testingand Testingand Testing    

This chapter contains a detailed description of how the parts of the program are implemented, how 

they work and what their responsibilities are. The implementation is described in text, UML and 

sequential diagrams. Last in this chapter the solution is tested to demonstrate the constraints in the 

requirements. 

6.16.16.16.1 Head Kernel Application (HKApp)Head Kernel Application (HKApp)Head Kernel Application (HKApp)Head Kernel Application (HKApp)    

OperationOperationOperationOperation    

LHInt deliver data with info about ReaderID, ObjectID, and xyz-coordinates for all 

objects that was in the reader zone at a scan to HKApp. All readers reports with an 

interval of 1 second to LHInt. A TimeStamp is created for all locations that are 

received. The jitter that is introduced because of the gathering of objects in LHInt and 

processing in HKApp results in the worst case scenario 1 second delay in the HKApp 

databases. When the timestamp is defined the specific reader status is updated with 

that Timestamp. HKApp then gather information about assembly that the reader is 

defined in from the Hk_Admin. When the Timestamp is updated in the reader status 

and the assembly information is gathered each object location that is delivered by 

LHInt is processed. The object location is processed in the following steps: 

Try to find an record in Hk_Status of that object 

a. If record are missing � Create new Location record 

b. If record exist 

i. If some one of the new coordinates diverge from the Current coordinates 

more than the maximum movement length � Create new location record in 

Hk_Status and Hk_History 

ii. If some one of the new coordinates diverge from the Start coordinates more 

than the movement length � Create new location record in Hk_Status and 

Hk_History 

iii. Else, Update the old location record in Hk_Status 

When all records are treated HKApp determines if an object has disappeared. This is 

done with an SQL query that finds all record for the present reader in which the time 

stamp is different from the new time stamp. For each record that doesn’t have the 

new TimeStamp a “LostObject” is created, described in missing record. 

TimeStampsTimeStampsTimeStampsTimeStamps    

A Timestamp is created when new locations are received from LHInt, before the 

location is saved in Hk_Status. TimeStamp is used in HKApp to determine if an object is 

lost in the system without being deactivated. 

Create Create Create Create new new new new location recordlocation recordlocation recordlocation record    

The function writes a new record with an AssemblyID, ObjectID, ReaderID and 

TimeStamp into the Hk_Status. Current XYZ and Start XYZ is the same. The same 

record is created in Hk_History.HistoryObjectLocations. Run trigger ObjectMoved 

(AssemblyID, ObjectID). 

    Update Update Update Update old old old old location recordlocation recordlocation recordlocation record    

The function updates the existing record, with new “Current” coordinates and the new 

Timestamp. 
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Missing recordMissing recordMissing recordMissing record    

When an object is missing in one reader, a missing record is created. Before that 

record is created a control is done to see if the object is recognized by any other 

reader and if it is within an allowed zone. If the object is scanned by another reader, 

the “LostObject” will not be created. If the object can’t be found by any reader a 

record is created in Hk_History. from the present record in Hk_Status with the new 

TimeStamp and a ObjectRemoved flag. The record of the object location in Hk_Status 

is then removed. The control is done by the trigger ObjectMoved that also triggers an 

alarm. 

    “ObjectMove” event“ObjectMove” event“ObjectMove” event“ObjectMove” event    

The ObjectMove function merges the information about the specific object from 2 

data tables. The information is retrieved from a table in Hk_Admin that contains the 

zones that the object is allowed to be placed in. The information is merged with the 

current location of the object in Hk_Status. The result is a dataset of zones that the 

object exists in. The data set is then checked as follows: 

1. If an M-zone is missing and the object surveillance isn’t deactivated � create an alarm. 

2. If the dataset contains an I-zone and the surveillance is activated � Handle Check Out. 

3. If dataset contains an L-zone. 

a. If L_zone is changed (compared to the “CurrentLZone” in Hk_Status for that object) 

�a placing control is done by the function PlacingControl. 

b. If the object surveillance deactivated � handle Returned, activation and create a log 

post in Hk_History. 

c. If the surveillance is activated � Handle movement. 

4. If an L-zone is missing in the dataset and the “CurrentLZone” in Hk_Status is set � the 

function Fetched is used to change the status before the object surveillance is deactivated. 

AlarmAlarmAlarmAlarm    

The alarm is a signal in some way, the type is not specified. A record is created in 

Hk_History. The record contains information about the object, time and a user. If 

there is more than one user in the room when the alarm record is created all current 

users that are in the room are used in the record. 

PlacingControlPlacingControlPlacingControlPlacingControl    

An object has valid zones (M-zones and L-zones) that the object is allowed to be 

placed in. The zones are stored in Hk_Admin. The function PlacingControl checks if the 

object location is outside any of the predefined valid zones. If the location is found to 

be allowed nothing is done. If the location is outside the zones an alarm is created. If 

the object is in the wrong L-zone a record will be created in Hk_Status for misplaced 

objects. 

ReturnedReturnedReturnedReturned    

The status of the object is changed in Hk_Status and the surveillance is activated for 

that specific object. Information is stored in Hk_History about the present time, the 

object and the responsible user. 
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FetchedFetchedFetchedFetched    

The function changes the status of the object in Hk_Status to “PickedUp” with the 

current time. The event is also stored in Hk_History. The object is now in a state were 

it is not Returned or deactivated. The deactivation is done in an I-Zone described in 

the function Check Out. Information is stored in Hk_History about the present time 

and the object 

AccessAccessAccessAccess    

The access to and exit out of the room is handled by an access and authority system in 

Axsor. In this part ID and time is saved for users that access and exits the room. Data is 

saved in the “CurrentUsers” table in  Hk_Status. A trigger that reacts upon updates in 

the “CurrentUsers” table creates a log record in the table “RoomAccess” in 

Hk_History. 

SearchCenterSearchCenterSearchCenterSearchCenter    

SearchCenter is a function that is included in the IC. A user can search for objects on 

different concepts for example name, target and alarm code. The result is presented 

with zone and absolute coordinates for objects that the user have authority to.  

Check outCheck outCheck outCheck out    

The function Check out deactivates the surveillance of an object and creates a record 

in Hk_History. The function works as follows: 

If an object location is in an I-Zone. 

1. The system tries to identify a user in that I-zone. 

a. If no user is identified in that I-zone. 

i. If there exist only one user in the “CurrentUser” table in Hk_Status � 

That user is used. 

ii. If there exist more than one user in the “CurrentUser” table in 

Hk_Status � announces “identification impossible” in the IC. 

b. If there is one user in that I-zone �That user is used. 

c. If more than one user in the I-zone� announces “identification impossible” 

in the IC  

2. If the user has been identified � do a permission control for each object that is in 

the I-zone through Hk_Admin � if the permission is missing this will be 

announced in the IC. If permission exists for all objects, the objects surveillance is 

deactivated and the status is updated for each object in HK_status. A record is 

also stored in Hk_History with information about the user, object and time. 

Reader MapReader MapReader MapReader Map    

A map of the readers that is involved in one system is drawn. The map is used to 

define the reader’s orientation when the absolute coordinates are calculated. The map 

needs only to be redefined if the system has changed since the last definition. The 

map consists of coordinates and a positive or negative direction in x and y in relation 

to the absolute coordinates system. The z direction is always positive.The origin is 

defined in the reader map manually. The absolute location is calculated by using the 

relative coordinates, the reader’s location and the predefined map. 
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UML DiagramUML DiagramUML DiagramUML Diagram    

The UML diagram in Figure 11 describes the structure of the HKApp application. The structure is 

designed to follow the implementation structure from PAAM System to enable easy integration to 

the Axsor platform and further development. The application is divided into 4 different projects. The 

SQLHelper is used to retrieve and send information to the database, this part is reused from the 

Axsor platform. The BusinessLogic project contains the code for processing data in the HKApp 

application. The DataAccess project contains the SQL-queries to the database. The HKAppWS project 

is the web service that LHInt connects to. The part does not contain any processing it just passes the 

queries to BusinessLogic. To be able to separate the different projects in the platform the class name 

adapts the project name, in this case HKApp. 

Figure 11 UML Diagram HKApp 

To explain what the different classes in the projects are used for, a short description of 

each class follows:  

BusinessLogic 

• HKApp. The class contains all logic of HKApp. The controls and conditions of 

the locations are done in this class. 

• CommonStructs, defines the enums that are used in the BusinessLogic project. 

DataAccess 

• HKApp. The class contains the SQL-queries that are used in the BusinessLogic 

project to insert, update, delete data and fill DataSets. 

+SQLQuery()

SQLHelper

Common

WebService

+Alive()
+GetParameters()
+GetReaderCommands()
+GetReadervalues()
+GetTagDS()
+init_Webinterface()
+LHIntLog()
+SaveData()

HKApp

BusinessLogic

-ObjectType
-UpdateSurvObjectStatus
-ZoneType
-AlarmType

CommonStructs+Alarm()
+CreateObjectLocationRecord()
+DenyObjectCheckOut()
+GetParameters()
+GetReaderCommandsByReaderID()
+GetReaderValues()
+GetTimeStamp()
+GetUserID()
+GetZoneByZoneID()
+HandleActivation()
+HandleDeactivation()
+HandleMovement()
+IncTimeStamp()
+LeaveLZone()
+LHIntLog()
+MissingObject()
+ObjectMoved()
+PlaceControl()
+SaveData()
+SaveObjectLocations()
+SaveZone()
+UpdateObjectLocationRecord()
+UpdateSurvObjectStatus()

HKApp

DataAccess

+InsertNewRow(in Tabel, in Row) : Boolean
+UpdateRow(in Table, in Row) : Boolean
+RowExists(in Table, in Identifier) : Boolean
+DeleteRow(in Table, in Row) : Boolean
+FillDataset(in Table, in Dataset)

HKApp
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HKAppWS 

• HKApp. The class contains the methods that LHInt call when it sends locations 

and asks for parameters and commandos. 

Common 

• SQLHelper handles all communication to and from the SQL Database. 

Sequence Diagram Sequence Diagram Sequence Diagram Sequence Diagram     

The sequence diagram describes how a dataset containing an object location is 

received and processed in HKApp. The sequence diagram is divided in two parts. The 

first part describes how the location is verified through several steps. The second 

diagram describes how the system verifies that all objects are read by the reader and 

that no object has disappeared since the last reading. The first sequence diagrams use 

methods and classes. The methods originate from BusinessLogic and are colored 

red.The grey method is described in the next page. The classes are colored green. All 

methods are implemented in the “HKApp” class. Web-Service stands for the HKAppWS 

project, LHInt stands for the LHInt project. DataAccess stands for the DataAccess 

project that communicates with the databases.  

Figure 12 HKApp Sequence Diagram 1 

LHint HKAppWS BusinessLogic DataAccessIncTimeStampSaveObjectLocations CreateObjectLocation UpdateObjectLocation ObjectMoved

TagDs

SaveData

MovementLength

GetTimeStamp

GetReader

GetAssemblyID

AssemblyID

GetMovementLength

TimeStamp

[ObjectExist>0] newLocation

GetOldLocation

Location

ObjectMoved(Location)

[location>movementLength] newLocation()

NewLocation

ObjectMoved(Location)
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The “ObjectMoved” method colored grey is described in the detailed description of 

HKApp above. The method originates from BuisnessLogic and uses the other methods 

colored red but also the DataAccess class. The logic in the event ensures that the 

active objects are scanned by any reader. If an object is removed or covered to 

prevent a reading this function issues an alarm of a missing object.  

Figure 13 HKApp Sequence Diagram 2 
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6.26.26.26.2 Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)Location Hardware Interface (LHInt)    

OperationOperationOperationOperation    

The RTLS readers deliver the locations of objects each second. The communication 

with hardware is received and sent asynchronous. When a location is received to 

LHInt the location the absolute location is calculated from a distance and angle from 

the reader location. The locations are then gathered into a dataset, one dataset for 

each second. The dataset is then sent to HKApp through the Web-Service. To be 

certain that all object locations are gathered a receiving timeout is used, the timeout 

triggers the delivery to HKApp. LHInt uses reader commands that are received from 

HKApp to surveillance the status and functionality of the readers. 

Communication Communication Communication Communication between LHInt and the between LHInt and the between LHInt and the between LHInt and the RTLS readerRTLS readerRTLS readerRTLS reader    

The channel to the RTLS reader uses a RS-232 communication protocol. The RTLS 

reader is controlled through the channel. The RTLS reader sends object id and the 

location for every object through the channel to LHInt each second.  

The hardware control includes: 

• ON/OFF, the location function is on or off 

• Calibrate the system, to earn maximum accuracy 

• Quiet mode, follow a specific transponder 

• Noise mode, follow all transponders within the area of the reader 

• Change COM-port, change the COM-port which LHInt communicates to. 

Communication Communication Communication Communication between LHInt andbetween LHInt andbetween LHInt andbetween LHInt and    HKAppHKAppHKAppHKApp    
The communication between LHInt and HKApp uses web-services (SOAP-XML) to 

communicate. The communication consists of: 

• Scanned objects and coordinates 

• Reader information from Hk_Admin 

• Reader Instructions to the RTLS readers from Hk_Status 

Gather Gather Gather Gather locationlocationlocationlocationssss    

The RTLS readers send the locations asynchronous and are received in a 

communication buffer. The calculation of the relative location is then performed and 

then the location is stored in a dataset. The function uses a timeout for each reader to 

know when all locations are gathered in the interval. The timeout is restarted when a 

new location enters from a reader. When the timeout have elapsed for av specific 

reader the dataset corresponding to that reader is sent to HKApp. 

Calculate Calculate Calculate Calculate absoluteabsoluteabsoluteabsolute    locationlocationlocationlocation    

The calculation of the absolute object location is done by LHInt as described earlier in 

Chapter 5.2.5 Coordinate system 

The location that is retrieved from the RTLS reader consists of a length and an angle to 

the object (2D). The relative location is calculated using ordinary trigonometric 

functions described in the previous chapter. The location is transformed from a 

distance and an angle from the reader’s location. LHInt get information about the 

reader’s location from HKApp. The equations and procedure is described in the 

previous chapter. 
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Alive signalAlive signalAlive signalAlive signal    

An alive signal is sent to HKApp from LHInt for each RTLS reader and is stored 

Hk_Status. The signal is sent with the locations each second. If no objects are within 

the detection area of the reader no locations will be sent, the alive is in that case sent 

with an interval of 15 seconds. The Alive signal confirms that LHInt and the readers are 

working. 

Reader CommandsReader CommandsReader CommandsReader Commands    

The Reader Commands implements the RTLS reader control of HKApp through LHInt. 

LHInt queries HKApp for new instructions with a default interval of one minute. LHInt 

sends a dataset for each reader that contains the last known instructions and 

commands including a parameter that confirms that the readers are corresponding to 

LHInt. HKApp verifies the parameters in the response dataset, an alarm is then issued 

if there are any parameter that fails the validation. HKApp sends then a new dataset to 

LHInt with updated instructions. LHInt check the new dataset against the old and 

changes the reader settings with the new instructions. 

SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation    

The RTLS reader can be simulated in LHInt. The simulator is used to examine the LHInt 

functionality with more than one reader. The simulator reads object locations from 

predefined texts files. The simulator can simulate 1 to 4 readers and 1 to 200 objects 

divided on the readers. The simulator is a part of LHInt that pushes locations into LHInt 

in the same way as the hardware reader. One benefit is that predefined movements of 

objects can run multiple times to ensure exact repeatability of LHInt and to see how 

the system reacts. The simulator uses one text file for each simulated RTLS reader. The 

communication to the physical reader is not used in this mode, the simulator uses the 

same methods as the communication with the physical RTLS reader. 
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UML DiagramUML DiagramUML DiagramUML Diagram    

The UML diagram below describes the structure of the LHInt service. The structure is 

designed to enable use of readers from different vendors. To use other reader the 

communication class needs to be modified.  

Figure 14 UML Diagram LHInt 
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Communication, handles all communication with the readers. The class is used to 

initiate the communication channel as well as send or receive data from the reader.  

Simulation, act as readers. The class is used to simulate readers instead of using the 

Communication class. The class implements dumb readers that push locations into the 

Data class. The class has the same role as the Communication class when the service is 

doing a simulation.  

Time, the class is responsible for the timing in LHInt. The timers that are used in LHInt 

are centralized in this class. The class fire events that are sent to the Communication 

class. The Communication class passes the event to other classes to notify them that a 

timer has elapsed. The interval of the timers is received from the Parameter class. 

Data, the class stores and gathers the locations temporary in LHInt until they are sent 

to HKApp. The Data class receives the incoming message from the communication and 

determines the type of the information. The two information types is Locations or 

answers from reader instructions. Object locations are sent to the ProcessCord class 

for recalculation and then saved in a dataset before it send to WebAccess and HKApp. 

Reader instructions are sent to OperateReader through the Communication class. 

ProcessCord, transform the location from a distance and angle to x and y coordinates 

with parameters retrieved from the Parameter class. The formula that is used is 

described in a previous chapter. 

Parameters, the class holds values that are used in the operation of LHInt. The class 

has default values of the parameters. New parameter values are retrieved from HKApp 

when the service is running and at the initiation of the class. 

OperateReader, the class sends commands to the reader and keep track of the reader 

status. OperateReader checks if HKApp has new commands to the reader and reports 

the status of the readers at a specific interval. The commands that the OperateReader 

class sends to the readers are followed up by checking the answer. By that check the 

LHInt can decide if the reader is responding or not. 

WebAccess, the class handles the communication with HKApp. All information to and 

from HKApp are done through WebAccess. The Communication channel can only be 

opened by LHInt. Because that LHInt starts the communication, LHInt checks with 

HKApp if there are any changes in the running mode. 

Log, handles all event that are created in LHInt. The class contains a filter that can be 

change depending on which information that is relevant for the user. The log class can 

write to text files and HKApp 
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Sequence DiagramSequence DiagramSequence DiagramSequence Diagram    

The sequence diagram in Figure 15 describes how the system reacts on an incoming 

location. The path is described from a reader until the location is send to HKApp. The 

diagram shows the classes and which methods that are used. The reader sends the 

locations asynchronous. 

Figure 15 Sequence Diagram from a reading in LHInt 
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6.36.36.36.3     HKAppVisualizeHKAppVisualizeHKAppVisualizeHKAppVisualize    

HKAppVisualize is the human interface to the new implemented system. The system 

uses information from the database to show the user how the system is functioning. 

The system operates in three different modes: surveillance, configuration and 

simulation.  

The application is developed to test and configure the system. The surveillance mode 

can confirm that the system works as a unit, from physical object locations to stored 

locations in the database, and that properly actions are performed. The configuration 

mode is used to create zones and connections between the object and the zones. 

Simulation mode tests the HKApp system part. HKAppVisualize uses the information 

from the database to draw up the system on the graph and then a user can move the 

objects around in the room and verify that properly actions are performed in HKApp. 

The difference from the surveillance mode is that a user can move the object internal 

in the system. 
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Figure 16 HKAppVisualize, general view 
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SurveSurveSurveSurveillanceillanceillanceillance    

The surveillance reads the locations of objects in the database and displays them 

together with the zones. The surveillance is limited to one assembly at the time 

because the system can be spread over a large area. The Assembly is chosen by a 

dropdown list Assembly. The status of an object is shown in the bottom of the window 

and selected by the Objects box. The location and the status are updated at an interval 

of one second. In the surveillance mode a search function is implemented were the 

user can search for objects, the objects that have a matching description is shown in 

the list together with their current L-zone. 

    

SimulationSimulationSimulationSimulation    

The simulation mode tests the HKApp system part and can operate in two modes. The 

first mode ”Session” sends the location of the objects each second even if the location 

even if the objects are unchanged. The other mode “Send DS” sends one location for 

each objects to HKApp when the button is pressed. To move an object in the graph, 

select the object in Objects and click in the graph. The object will then follow the 

mouse movement until the mouse is clicked again. The location of the object that is 

locked to the mouse movement is recorded and saved each second. The assembly that 

is used can be selected in the Assembly dropdown list. The recorded locations must 

have a ReaderID that the location originates from HKApp, the ReaderID is selected by 

the Reader dropdown list. 

 

 

     

Figure 17 HKAppVisualize, surveillance mode 

Figure 18 HKAppVisualize, Simulation mode 
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ConfigurationConfigurationConfigurationConfiguration    

In the configuration mode new zones are created and existing zones properties can be 

edited, the connection between the zone and object can also be changed through the 

Zone Properties window. The location of the zone can be changed in zone properties. 

The properties is accessed by choosing a zone and press properties in the 

HKAppVisualize window. To create a new zone a Zone type needs to be selected. Then 

the user uses the left mouse button to click in the graph were one of the corners of 

the zone is going to be. The second 

click shall be made in the opposite 

diagonal corner of the first click in 

the new zone. Assembly decides in 

which assembly the zone is created. 

    

SettingsSettingsSettingsSettings    

The setting window is launched by the settings button in the top menu. The settings 

contain the connection strings to HKApp and the two databases that are used in 

HKAppVisualize. The connection can be changed during runtime. 

  

Figure 19 HKAppVisualize, Configuration mode    

Figure 20 HKAppVisualize, Settings window 
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6.46.46.46.4 DatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabase    

The system uses 3 databases. The databases hold different type of data. The historical 

database Hk_History is used to store the historical data such as object events, user events 

and old location of objects. The second database Hk_Admin is used to store administration 

data such as the definition of readers, objects, zones and parameters. The third database 

Hk_Status contains the status of the system. It includes the current location of the objects, 

readers and users. In Figure 21 the Entity diagram of the databases is shown, the 3 databases 

are described by different colors. The databases are designed to enable a function oriented 

implementation. The Hk_Admin database need default values for the objects, reader 

locations, reader instructions and the zone structure of at least one Assembly. Axsor keep a 

consistent copy of each database and is able write into the databases. 

Figure 21 ER-Diagram of databases  
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6.56.56.56.5 TestTestTestTesting the functionalitying the functionalitying the functionalitying the functionality    

6.5.1 Unit testingUnit testingUnit testingUnit testing    

HardwareHardwareHardwareHardware    

This part describes how the RTLS reader that was purchased from TrolleyScan is tested 

and how the test is performed. The tests are done in a standalone configuration were 

the reader is connected to a computer and the readings are collected in a raw format 

from the communication port. The tests are performed in an open area to eliminate 

interference from surrounding energy fields and interior of the office building. The 

reader was delivered with an instruction manual. The manual was used to setup and 

configure the system to achieve the best performance possible. The transponder 

objects were placed at a distance of 9 meters in front of the reader and in the center 

line of the reader at 0 degrees. Between the tests the reader was calibrated. The 

calibration location was set to 9 meters and 0 degrees. The tests are performed with 

the same object transponder. 

The locations that were delivered by the reader were compared to the locations that 

were measured. The test result is described in two perspectives below: 

• Ease of use: The Ease of use is the degree of how well the system performs 

together with a computer or another receiver including the configuration and 

communication interface.  

The downside is that the equipment was delivered with a hardware failure, 

when the malfunctioning part was replaced the problems were reduced but 

not lost. The upside is that when the equipment is configured and the 

communication is initiated the equipment is easy to use. 

• Accuracy: The accuracy includes how easy it is to manipulate the object 

readings, the accuracy of the measurements that the reader performs and 

how the reader handles interferences. 

The accuracy of the object locations is low because of the unstable 

measurement of the object locations. 

Accuracy Test 

 Transponder 

position 
Distance: 9 m Angle: 0 degree 

Test 1 12.92 m -7.5° 

Test 2 16.23 m 0.6° 

Test 3 18.94 m 0.3° 

Table 4 Accuracy Test of Hardware 

Table 4 shows the accuracy and measurements test of the hardware. Between each 

tests a calibration of the hardware was done to ensure the best performance. As 

described in chapter 4.5 the reader report the distance to a transponder object and 

the direction of where the object is placed. If the object is placed right in front of the 

reader the angle 0 is given. During the test the object is placed in front of the reader at 

a distance of 9 meters. In Test 1 the reader reports the distance of 12.92 m and with 

an angle of -7.5°. There is no pattern in the tests that can lead to any accuracy. The 

tests have significant differences between them in both distance and angle. To 

ascertain the possibility that the object transponder was malfunctioning, another 

transponder was tested with the same result. 
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ResultResultResultResult    

The ease of use is satisfactory, the communication with RS-232 is rather simple to use. 

The interface is easy to use for testing the equipment when the output is read 

manually. The output is harder to translate by an application because the absence of a 

message header that can be used to distinguish what the received information 

contains. Besides the absence of a message header the system is easy to use and 

configure. The poor reliability is a question mark that is hard to explain. The company 

that has delivered the equipment has no answer to why the accuracy and signal 

strength is so low. Much effort is put to distinguish were the problems is in the system 

with the TrolleyScan support. The company can’t explain why we get these problems. 

The specifications of the reader indicate that it is possible to use it in an application to 

locate object down to centimeters through walls in up to 40 meters. The tests result is 

not near the data from the specification and there special circumstances that indicates 

that the system is used in the wrong way. 

LHIntLHIntLHIntLHInt    

This part describes the test of the LHInt that is used to process the coordinates and 

acts as a filter between the hardware and the HKApp. The test is performed with a 

simulator part in the LHInt. The communication to the hardware can’t be tested by the 

simulator. For that test the trace function that writes all events in LHInt to a text file. 

The trace is documented in Appendix 1. The simulator is described in the detailed 

description of LHInt The tests are done by proving that LHInt can handle a series of 

scenarios and questions that is described below. 

Scenario Fulfilled 

1. Is the coordinates received and gathered in order 

and then sent to HKApp within the time limit 
Yes 

2. Is the received coordinates converted properly Yes 

3. Is the reader commands properly sent and received Yes 

4. Is the commands retrieved from HKApp Yes 

5. Is the commands issued to the reader Yes 

6. Is the Alive signal sent Yes 

7. Does LHInt know that the reader is working Yes 

Table 5 Scenario Tests of LHInt 

To distinguish that the function of LHInt is correct the object coordinate processing is 

monitored by a trace function. The trace starts when an object coordinate enters LHInt 

and stop when it is sent to HKApp. The events in the trace are written to a text file 

together with a timestamp. The simulator pushes the locations into LHInt every 

second. Scenario 1 and 2 can be distinguished by the simulator and the traces. 

Scenario 3 to 7 is controlled by the traces when the reader is attached to LHInt.  

The first test with the simulator is done with 4 simulated readers that report the 

location of 2 objects each. The traces are found in Appendix 1. Scenario 1, 2 and 6 is 

proved by this test result. In scenario 2 the translationFactor 60 is used to get the 

coordinates. 

The other tests are performed with the reader and divided in two parts. In the first 

part the reader was setup in the office with two tags in front of the reader at a 

distance of 2-3 meters. When the system starts the reader is turned off and the 
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system is waiting for data input. After 19 seconds a parameter in HKApp is changed to 

turn on the reader. The system is then collecting data. When 2 minutes has elapsed 

the parameter in HKApp that turns off the reader is set to true. When 2 minutes and 

30 seconds has elapsed the service is shut down. By the traces of this test in Appendix 

2, the scenarios 3 to 6 can be proved. 

The second part is done the same way as the first parts except that the reader is 

searching for objects for a longer time. The power unit of the reader was turned off 

manually after 2.5 minutes and turned on at 3 minutes again to confirm that the alive 

functionality works. LHInt marks the absent reader with a message “Reader2Active has 

elapsed” that is found when the reader was turned off. By the traces in Appendix 3, 

the scenario 7 can be proved. 

ResultResultResultResult    

Appendix 1, Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 show that the functions in LHInt works. LHInt 

work as intended to work, as a dynamic service that is controlled by HKApp. The 

service is easy moldable to fit readers from other vendors by changing the 

communication class.    

HKAppHKAppHKAppHKApp    

This part describes the testing of the HKApp part. HKApp communicates with LHInt 

and the database. HKApp uses the locations of the objects and zones to control if the 

object has permission to be in that location. HKApp uses information from the 

database to now if the object has permission to be at the specific location. To test the 

function of HKApp the HKAppVisualize is used. HKAppVisualize act as an instance of 

LHInt and pushes coordinates into HKApp. HKAppVisualize is also connected to the 

databases to be able to examine how the status of the system changes when 

something is changed. The status of an object can be monitored by the status row. The 

objects are moved around in HKAppVisualize and depending on how HKApp interprets 

the coordinates the following statements is confirmed or not. The following 

statements are investigated with HKAppVisualize: 

Scenario Fulfilled 

A deactivated object returns from a user Yes 

A deactivated object returns from a user to wrong L-Zone Yes 

An activated object is replaced from a wrong L-Zone to a permitted L-Zone Yes 

An activated object is removed from the L-Zone Yes 

An activated object is covered to make a reading impossible Yes 

An activated object is entering the I-zone Yes 

An activated object leaves the M-Zone without deactivation Yes 

A deactivated object is entering an M-Zone Yes 

A deactivated object is entering an I-zone Yes 

Table 6 Scenario Tests of HKApp 

The result of the tests is proved visually and by the author in HKAppVisualize. The tests 

were also captured on video. Each scenario was tested and the results were examined 

in the status row for the current object. 
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ResultResultResultResult    

The HKApp part is tested visually and is hard to prove with a text document and the 

video material cannot be included. The function of HKApp has the desired function 

that is described in the design part of the HKApp system part. The system works as 

surveillance tool with restriction of the objects location and movements. The system 

needs more functionality in the end user perspective, such as the identification central 

were the user can check out object, in this case the keys. 

6.5.2 Integration testingIntegration testingIntegration testingIntegration testing    

This part describes the tests of the final system. The final system is the entire new 

system from the readers to HKApp. The hardware reader pushes coordinates into 

LHInt. LHInt gathers and processes the coordinates and sends them to HKApp. HKApp 

controls the location of all objects that arrives. During the test, the software ran on a 

single laptop equipped with a dual core processor of 2.5 GHz and 3 GB work memory. 

The test was done in the same area as the hardware tests to ensure the same function 

of the hardware. The object movements were monitored by HKAppVisualize to 

examine the locations in the system during the test. The system ran on a laptop that 

utilized the processor up to 25%. 

ResultResultResultResult    

The result of the integration test shows that the object positions are collected and 

processed in a proper order. The independent software parts communicate as 

expected. The independent parts of the system are tested and verified individually 

during previous tests. The accuracy of the RTLS reader makes the test of the final 

system hard to evaluate. But if the RTLS reader is excluded and instead simulated the 

final system works together as expected. The final system doesn’t work as desired in 

the objectives description because of the accuracy problems from the RTLS reader. 

The outline of the integration testing is that the system works as the objectives 

description purposes if the hardware reader is excluded.  
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7777 Discussion and ConclusionsDiscussion and ConclusionsDiscussion and ConclusionsDiscussion and Conclusions    

This chapter contains the writer’s thoughts of how this thesis work has elapsed and what the 

implementation and work resulted in. 

There are many aspects in the development of an RTLS. It has been difficult to design a 

system that should be easy to modify for other readers and integrate it to the platform 

Axsor. The pilot study of existing RLTS reader and systems lead to a few manufactures 

that could deliver the type of equipment that was needed for the new system. There 

was in general much information on their web pages, but it was hard to establish a 

personal contact with some of the companies. 

The new system is implemented to enable an integration to the company platform by 

accessing the database that contains the information that is used and read or modify 

it. The requirements were from the start diffuse and in general terms. During the time 

a better plan and requirements were made. In Table 7 the Requirements that was 

determined in the planning report is described. The project result is in general as 

expected, excluding the unexpected low accuracy and repeatability of the reader. The 

requirement that the new system should trigger the Axsor platform was removed. This 

was because the platform shall be the master and shall be the initiating caller when 

the information is supposed to be exchanged. 

Requirements Fulfilled Reference 

Create a solution that can deliver coordinates with an accuracy of +-2 

%  of the reading distance. 
No 

Chapter 6.2.1  

Page 51 

The solution shall deliver absolute positions based on relative 

positions. 
Yes 

Chapter 5.2.5 

Page 33 

Availability to create zones with rules and events when an object 

enters or leaves the zone 
Yes 

Chapter 6.1.1 

Page 49 

Ascertain interference sources and find what is causing the 

interference. 
Yes 

Chapter 6.2.1 

Page 51-52 

Design a filter that is adjustable in sensitivity for movements of tags. Yes 
Chapter 6.1 

Page 36 

The amount of processing data can be handled by a normal server 

with at most a Quad processor. 
Yes 

Chapter 6.2.2 

Page 54 

Create an API for accessing data from the middleware to Axsor and 

back  
Yes 

Chapter 6.4 

Page 50 

The middleware shall trig events in Axsor No 
Chapter 6.4 

Page 50 

A search function for finding supervised objects Yes 
Chapter 6.1.1 

Page 48 

Develop programs in Visual Basic Microsoft.NET Yes 
Chapter 1.6.1 

Page 5 

Table 7 Solution requirements 

When implementing this kind of solution it is hard to define when the solution is 

finished. There is always room for improvements and to add functionality for the end 

user. The solution is ready to be used in tests of different kind, but not to be an end 

user product.  
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7.1.1 ExperiencesExperiencesExperiencesExperiences    

During the thesis work I have learned to be more patient in processes that involve 

manufacturers and development companies. The first part of the work was to 

investigate solutions that could be used in the new RTLS solution to retrieve 

information about the product was easy but it was harder to purchase a product. The 

product manufacturing and transportation required more time than I initially 

estimated. That were one reason that the schedule did break. The pilot study of RFID 

has increased my understanding of how the different RFID technologies work and the 

possibilities with the different technologies. The concept of RTLS and the use of RFID 

in RTLS system were new to me when I started this work. The thesis work has given 

me much more knowledge and interest in this kind of solutions not only because of 

the benefits but also for the fear of being under constant surveillance. 

The design of the system was interesting because of the collaboration with the 

software development manager that I discussed my ideas with. I was able to learn 

more about designing a large system with many subsystems. The new solution is 

prepared to work as a subsystem in the Axsor platform and it has been very 

interesting to learn how the work is performed and the priority outside the university 

world. The new solution is developed in visual studio and Visual Basic .NET, the 

development environment and the programming language was new to me, which I 

believe is the largest reason to why the time schedule didn’t work in the end. Some 

parts in the program are redesigned when I got more knowledge about the 

possibilities of the program environment and the programming language. That 

problem could have been solved by experimenting more with the environment and 

the language in the beginning of the system designing process.  

7.1.2 Further Further Further Further workworkworkwork    

The system is not ready for an end user application in the current implementation 

state. One part to improve is the user interface which provides a search function and a 

check out function. Another part is to examine the possibilities to use another RFID 

reader with greater accuracy and larger reading distance. The historical database can 

be utilized to log more events that can provide more security in the surveillance, 

especially when an alarm is issued. The connection between the database and HKApp 

should be encrypted. In the order to resolve the largest need, to get a fully functioning 

system, one has to solve the reader question. 
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9999 Appendix 1Appendix 1Appendix 1Appendix 1    

Log traces from a test sequence of LHInt when the simulator is used. 

 

 

2010-05-05 14:42:56:763 - Log started with loglevel: 3 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:721 - LHInt started in simulation mode. 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:735 - Simulation_init() 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:833 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:853 - reader1Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:883 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:898 - reader3Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:908 - reader4Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:42:58:918 - Timers was initialized 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:154 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF2 Distance:10,00 Angle:10,00 

X:342,020143325669 Y:939,692620785908 Z:0 Reader:Reader111 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:178 - Timeout for reader1 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:207 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF1 Distance:26,14 Angle:-28,31 

X:2224,25994160031 Y:1373,19471022582 Z:0 Reader:Reader111 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:229 - Timeout for reader1 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:359 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF4 Distance:1,61 Angle:-12,23 

X:-60,9104086728733 Y:-149,033291969625 Z:0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:385 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:420 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF3 Distance:20,85 Angle:-0,60 

X:-383,538566027522 Y:-2049,42020297682 Z:0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:440 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:518 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF6 Distance:20,29 Angle:-29,53 

X:1000,05191660105 Y:1765,42832312801 Z:0 Reader:Reader113 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:540 - Timeout for reader3 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:595 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF5 Distance:8,35 Angle:-25,19 

X:355,393838078796 Y:755,592628243303 Z:0 Reader:Reader113 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:602 - timerReader1 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:00:611 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:619 -  BBBCDEF2 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:625 -  BBBCDEF1 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:633 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:652 - Timeout for reader3 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:902 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:908 - reader1Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:915 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:00:920 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:926 -  BBBCDEF4 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:933 -  BBBCDEF3 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:939 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:142 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:150 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:158 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:165 -  BBBCDEF6 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:173 -  BBBCDEF5 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:178 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF8 Distance:21,38 Angle:-20,21 

X:-738,59773819271 Y:-2006,36920359554 Z:0 Reader:Reader114 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:183 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:207 - Timeout for reader4 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:373 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:382 - reader3Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:390 - timerReader3 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:01:405 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF7 Distance:18,95 Angle:-11,17 

X:-367,100722141423 Y:-1859,10248770832 Z:0 Reader:Reader114 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:430 - Timeout for reader4 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:438 - Timeout for SimutationTimer was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:443 - SimutationTimer has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:01:605 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:611 -  BBBCDEF8 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:617 -  BBBCDEF7 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:623 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:861 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:869 - reader4Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:873 - timerReader4 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:02:532 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF2 Distance:5,58 Angle:-12,50 

X:376,979335849538 Y:411,400753940049 Z:0 Reader:Reader111 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:553 - Timeout for reader1 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:581 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF1 Distance:16,83 Angle:-9,17 

X:1063,02227655023 Y:1304,7883504837 Z:0 Reader:Reader111 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:602 - Timeout for reader1 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:682 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF4 Distance:27,48 Angle:-17,09 

X:-1251,41042528288 Y:-2446,5232366551 Z:0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:708 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:735 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF3 Distance:10,95 Angle:-15,30 

X:-467,956860408976 Y:-989,970391878552 Z:0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:758 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:848 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF6 Distance:16,26 Angle:-25,31 

X:695,14044535428 Y:1469,9169232418 Z:0 Reader:Reader113 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:869 - Timeout for reader3 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:894 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF5 Distance:2,22 Angle:-26,84 

X:100,233127254449 Y:198,084124050348 Z:0 Reader:Reader113 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:919 - Timeout for reader3 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:967 - timerReader1 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:02:972 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:978 -  BBBCDEF2 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:984 -  BBBCDEF1 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:990 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:12 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF8 Distance:19,71 Angle:-13,68 

X:-466,139523133762 Y:-1915,08614557482 Z:0 Reader:Reader114 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:179 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:186 - reader1Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:193 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:03:198 - Timeout for reader4 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:203 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:211 -  BBBCDEF4 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:218 -  BBBCDEF3 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:224 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:264 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF7 Distance:12,06 Angle:-16,14 

X:-335,250315279891 Y:-1158,46589337137 Z:0 Reader:Reader114 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:278 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:292 -  BBBCDEF6 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:299 -  BBBCDEF5 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:307 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:382 - Timeout for reader4 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:391 - Timeout for SimutationTimer was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:398 - SimutationTimer has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:03:603 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:610 -  BBBCDEF8 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:615 -  BBBCDEF7 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:623 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:685 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:695 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:792 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:798 - reader3Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:803 - timerReader3 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:03:904 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:909 - reader4Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:915 - timerReader4 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:04:498 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF2 Distance:5,76 Angle:-9,63 

X:367,388549074975 Y:443,623324464105 Z:0 Reader:Reader111 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:524 - Timeout for reader1 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:551 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF1 Distance:9,89 Angle:-27,14 

X:830,758879656767 Y:536,619682709675 Z:0 Reader:Reader111 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:574 - Timeout for reader1 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:669 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF4 Distance:13,32 Angle:-21,81 

X:-702,102690141352 Y:-1131,93454426317 Z:0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:697 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:723 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF3 Distance:7,64 Angle:-19,78 

X:-379,456661931382 Y:-663,105302132243 Z:0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:744 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:825 - Row added, Name: BBBCDEF6 Distance:17,66 Angle:-7,35 

X:225,924647198704 Y:1751,48909610883 Z:0 Reader:Reader113 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:858 - Timeout for reader3 was reset 
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2010-05-05 14:43:04:878 - file end 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:889 - SimutationTimerTimer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:896 - SimutationTimer has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:04:928 - timerReader1 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:04:934 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:939 -  BBBCDEF2 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:944 -  BBBCDEF1 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:950 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:96 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:05:102 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:109 -  BBBCDEF4 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:129 -  BBBCDEF3 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:138 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:209 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:215 - reader1Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:258 - sendData: rows in dataset: 1 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:268 -  BBBCDEF6 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:279 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 1 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:519 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:526 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:598 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:603 - reader3Timer paused 

2010-05-05 14:43:05:608 - timerReader3 has elapsed  

2010-05-05 14:43:08:851 - Alive sent 

2010-05-05 14:43:18:838 - Alive sent 

2010-05-05 14:43:28:849 - Alive sent 

 

Simulated incoming locations

 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:0 -  BBBCDEF2^     10,00  10,00 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:201 -  BBBCDEF1^     26,14 -28,31 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:353 -  BBBCDEF4^     1,61  -12,23 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:411 -  BBBCDEF3^     20,85 -0,60  

2010-05-05 14:43:00:511 -  BBBCDEF6^     20,29 -29,53 

2010-05-05 14:43:00:564 -  BBBCDEF5^     8,35  -25,19 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:167 -  BBBCDEF8^     21,38 -20,21 

2010-05-05 14:43:01:398 -  BBBCDEF7^     18,95 -11,17 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:526 -  BBBCDEF2^     5,58  -12,50 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:575 -  BBBCDEF1^     16,83 -9,17  

2010-05-05 14:43:02:676 -  BBBCDEF4^     27,48 -17,09 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:729 -  BBBCDEF3^     10,95 -15,30 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:842 -  BBBCDEF6^     16,26 -25,31 

2010-05-05 14:43:02:888 -  BBBCDEF5^     2,22  -26,84 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:5 -  BBBCDEF8^     19,71 -13,68 

2010-05-05 14:43:03:244 -  BBBCDEF7^     12,06 -16,14 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:488 -  BBBCDEF2^     5,76  -9,63  

2010-05-05 14:43:04:545 -  BBBCDEF1^     9,89  -27,14 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:662 -  BBBCDEF4^     13,32 -21,81 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:718 -  BBBCDEF3^     7,64  -19,78 

2010-05-05 14:43:04:819 -  BBBCDEF6^     17,66 -7,35
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Log traces from a test sequence of LHInt with a reader attached. 

 

2010-04-24 12:08:20:819 - Log started with loglevel: 3 

2010-04-24 12:08:20:990 - LHInt started in normal(Reader) mode. 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:11  - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:22  - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:32  - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:42  - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:81  - Timeout for Commands was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:90  - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:99  - Timeout for Connectioncheck was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:110 - reader1Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:119 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:128 - reader3Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:137 - reader4Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:146 - Reader1ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:154 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:163 - Reader3ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:172 - Reader4ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:181 - Timers was initialized 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:273 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:455 - Com2 is connected 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:466 - init_port(): Com2 is ready for data 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:538 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:605 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:21:615 - comunication was initialized 

2010-04-24 12:08:31:185 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:31:260 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:31:296 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:32:750 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:179 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:213 - writeToCom(): did not write to COM1: ON 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:218 - Timeout for Reader1Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:240 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:270 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:276 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:327 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:353 - writeToCom(): did not write to COM1: ON 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:360 - Timeout for Reader3Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:392 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:407 - OFF2010-04-24 12:08:33:413 - writeToCom(): did not 

write to COM1: ON 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:419 - substringOFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:424 - Timeout for Reader4Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:430 - answer: OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:440 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:456 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:462 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:857 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:33:866 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:876 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:901 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:33:909 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:36:73  - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:37:234 - Reader1Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:37:371 - Reader3Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:37:417 - Reader4Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:41:125 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:190 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:202 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:213 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:319 - OFF2010-04-24 12:08:41:358 - substringOFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:389 - answer: OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:396 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:403 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:412 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:453 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:481 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:537 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:572 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:587 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:601 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:638 - ON2010-04-24 12:08:41:646 - substringON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:652 - answer: ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:660 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:666 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:672 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:685 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:713 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:821 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:41:827 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:833 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:856 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:862 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:580 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 

Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:586 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:592 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:605 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:611 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:617 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:430 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:43:435 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:443 - BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:449 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:455 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:672 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:679 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:688 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:703 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:710 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:717 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:369 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:375 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:754 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.90 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:761 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:766 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:779 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:786 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:792 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:430 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:45:436 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:442 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:448 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:454 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:843 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.80 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:860 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:870 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:888 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:896 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 
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2010-04-24 12:08:45:902 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:230 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:235 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:945 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.80 Angle:-009.1 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:952 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:958 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:970 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:977 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:983 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:08:47:931 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:08:47:937 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:08:47:943 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:08:47:949 -  

BBBFK1956 

 

The test trace between  12:08:47 to 12:10:29 has been removed because it didn’t 

contributed with anything. 

 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:139 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:808 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.80 Angle:-012.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:819 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:827 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:845 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.05 Angle:-026.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:854 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:861 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:944 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:951 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:888 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.80 Angle:-012.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:896 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:904 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:919 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.05 Angle:-026.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:926 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:933 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:181 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:219 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:230 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:247 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:295 -  

OFF2010-04-24 12:10:31:313 - substring 

OFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:328 - answer:  

OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:344 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:353 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:362 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:378 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:394 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:10:31:411 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:427 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:433 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:439 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:446 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:548 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:599 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.80 Angle:-

012.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:607 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:615 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:629 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:640 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:647 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:662 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.05 Angle:-026.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:671 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:681 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:691 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:727 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:72  - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:10:33:79  - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:86  - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.80 Angle:-012.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:9   -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:101 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:107 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:114 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:120 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:508 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:10:33:516 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:523 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:531 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:540 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:10:34:289 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:34:297 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:34:768 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:34:775 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:36:124 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:10:41:181 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:215 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:224 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:248 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:281 -  

OFF2010-04-24 12:10:41:298 - substring 

OFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:316 - answer:  

OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:328 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:335 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:344 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:389 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:422 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:451 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:489 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:526 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:562 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:746 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:10:41:753 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:760 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:785 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:792 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:130 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:10:51:200 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:230 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:240 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:259 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:283 - OFF2010-04-24 12:10:51:297 - substringOFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:312 - answer: OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:331 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:361 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:368 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:381 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 
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Simulated Incoming locations

2010-04-24 12:08:33:347 - OFF 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:213 - OFF 

2010-04-24 12:08:41:592 - ON 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:552 – 

 BBBF98290^   59.97  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:42:598 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.93  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:659 -  

BBBF98290^   59.95  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:43:695 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.93  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:741 -  

BBBF98290^   59.90  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:44:773 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:832 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:45:880 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.07  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:938 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -009.1 

2010-04-24 12:08:46:964 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.07  000.0 

 

The test trace between  12:08:47 to 12:10:29 has been removed 

because it didn’t contributed with anything. 

 

2010-04-24 12:10:08:989 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -002.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:09:34 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.06 -025.8 

2010-04-24 12:10:10:80 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -002.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:10:125 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.03 -025.8 

2010-04-24 12:10:11:176 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -002.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:11:234 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.06 -025.8 

2010-04-24 12:10:11:367 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:10:12:274 –  

BBBF98290^   59.81 -008.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:12:325 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.06 -025.8 

2010-04-24 12:10:13:366 -  

BBBF98290^   59.77 -008.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:13:427 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07 -020.7 

2010-04-24 12:10:14:467 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -008.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:14:557 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.07 -020.7 

2010-04-24 12:10:15:557 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -008.9 

2010-04-24 12:10:15:597 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.05 -020.7 

2010-04-24 12:10:16:681 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -008.5 

2010-04-24 12:10:16:735 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -020.7 

2010-04-24 12:10:17:752 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -008.5 

2010-04-24 12:10:17:786 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.03 -020.7 

2010-04-24 12:10:18:837 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -008.5 

2010-04-24 12:10:18:886 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07 -025.3 

2010-04-24 12:10:19:928 -  

BBBF98290^   59.80 -008.5 

2010-04-24 12:10:19:968 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.06 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:21:24 -  

BBBF98290^   59.81 -008.5 

2010-04-24 12:10:21:79 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:21:318 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:10:21:664 - OFF 

2010-04-24 12:10:22:117 – 

 BBBF98290^   59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:22:157 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:23:218 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:23:263 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:24:308 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:24:351 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:25:426 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:25:470 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:26:498 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:26:539 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:27:594 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:27:638 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:28:686 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:28:727 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:781 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:29:835 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:870 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:30:911 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:241 -  

OFF 

2010-04-24 12:10:31:968 –  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:32:629 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.05 -026.0 

2010-04-24 12:10:33:57 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.80 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:10:41:236 -  

OFF 

2010-04-24 12:10:51:250 - OFF
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11111111 Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3Appendix 3    

The Appendix contains the log file from the second test part in LHInt with the reader attached 

 
2010-04-24 12:41:51:643 - Log started with loglevel: 3 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:671 - LHInt started in normal(Reader) mode. 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:702 - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:712 - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:722 - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:732 - Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:776 - Timeout for Commands was reset 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:788 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:799 - Timeout for Connectioncheck was reset 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:810 - reader1Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:821 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:832 - reader3Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:842 - reader4Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:852 - Reader1ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:863 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:873 - Reader3ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:882 - Reader4ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:41:51:891 - Timers was initialized 

2010-04-24 12:41:52:139 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:41:52:300 - Com2 is connected 

2010-04-24 12:41:52:310 - init_port(): Com2 is ready for data 

2010-04-24 12:41:52:383 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:41:52:451 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:41:52:462 - comunication was initialized 

2010-04-24 12:42:01:931 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:02:143 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:02:183 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:03:605 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:131 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:163 - writeToCom(): did not write to COM1: ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:169 - Timeout for Reader1Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:192 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:215 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:224 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:255 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:271 - writeToCom(): did not write to COM1: ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:277 - Timeout for Reader3Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:306 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:330 - writeToCom(): did not write to COM1: ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:335 - Timeout for Reader4Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:346 - OFF 

 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:351 - substringOFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:357 - answer: OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:367 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:382 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:387 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:783 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:04:792 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:802 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:852 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:04:858 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:06:766 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:08:170 - Reader1Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:08:276 - Reader3Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:08:341 - Reader4Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:11:793 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:837 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:851 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:872 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:884 - OFF 

 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:892 - substringOFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:905 - answer: OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:926 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:960 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:965 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:980 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:34 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:73 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:109 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:152 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:207 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:368 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:12:372 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:378 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:399 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:12:404 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:769 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:21:812 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:835 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:844 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: OFF 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:879 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:943 - OFF 

 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:975 - substringOFF 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:998 - answer: OFF 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:30 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:37 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:45 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:62 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:91 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:121 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:158 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:174 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:214 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:236 - ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:252 - substringON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:258 - answer: ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:265 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:271 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:299 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:333 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:364 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:000.0 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:380 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:388 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:403 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:445 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:22:452 - sendData: rows in dataset: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:461 - BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:467 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:366 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:374 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:416 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:422 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:428 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:441 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.00 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 
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2010-04-24 12:42:23:447 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:453 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:300 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:24:306 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:312 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:318 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:323 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:499 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:510 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:519 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:536 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.08 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:543 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:550 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:92 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:97 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:592 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:598 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:604 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:618 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.98 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:623 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:629 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:299 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:26:305 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:311 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:317 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:323 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:688 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-009.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:696 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:703 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:718 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.98 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:726 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:733 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:102 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:107 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:783 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:790 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:796 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:808 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.01 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:815 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:820 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:800 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:28:806 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:812 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:818 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:824 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:876 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:883 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:889 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:906 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.99 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:913 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:919 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:578 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:583 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:969 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:976 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:982 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:995 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.96 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:30:1 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:30:7 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:30:800 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:30:806 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:30:812 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:30:818 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:42:30:824 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:64 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:71 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:78 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:94 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.99 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:102 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:108 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:604 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:609 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:157 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:164 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:170 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:201 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:222 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:230 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:255 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:264 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:281 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:302 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:319 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:357 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:387 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:392 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:400 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:431 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:458 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:482 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:510 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:545 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:568 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:42:32:575 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:591 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:616 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:638 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:651 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:667 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:259 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.3 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:268 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:275 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:291 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.06 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:298 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:305 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:454 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:459 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:42:34:345 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-008.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:34:351 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:34:358 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:42:34:371 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.06 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:42:34:376 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:42:34:381 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:42:35:298 - timerReader2 has elapsed  
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2010-04-24 12:42:35:304 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:42:35:310 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:42:35:316 -  

BBBFK1956 

 

The test trace between  12:08:47 to 12:10:29 has been removed because it didn’t 

contributed with anything. 

 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:344 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:459 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:467 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:476 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:495 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.89 Angle:024.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:503 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:512 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:108 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:115 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:548 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:556 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:563 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:581 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:024.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:589 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:596 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:312 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:10:319 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:326 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:334 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:341 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:646 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:655 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:663 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:682 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.89 Angle:024.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:690 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:698 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:127 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:134 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:736 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-012.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:744 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:752 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:766 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:774 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:781 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:358 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:368 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:388 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:468 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:485 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:507 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:517 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:524 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:532 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:547 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:567 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:12:583 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:605 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:612 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:620 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:628 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:635 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:652 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:803 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:881 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:0 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:54 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-012.0 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:63 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:70 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:89 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:98 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:107 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:612 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:619 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:931 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-012.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:938 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:945 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:967 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:975 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:983 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:14:812 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:14:820 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:14:828 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:14:835 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:14:842 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:25 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:34 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:42 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:61 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.88 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:69 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:77 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:626 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:633 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:113 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-011.5 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:121 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:128 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:144 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.89 Angle:020.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:151 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:159 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:812 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:16:819 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:826 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:834 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:841 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:216 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:224 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:232 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:252 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.87 Angle:020.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:261 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:268 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:628 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:635 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:320 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:329 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:337 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:352 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.87 Angle:020.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:360 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:367 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 
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2010-04-24 12:44:19:313 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:19:320 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:328 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:335 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:343 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:403 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:411 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:419 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:439 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.87 Angle:020.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:447 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:456 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:133 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:140 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:488 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-010.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:498 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:505 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:521 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.94 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:528 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:535 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:313 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:21:320 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:327 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:335 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:342 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:593 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-010.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:601 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:609 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:630 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:638 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:647 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:115 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:121 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:127 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:22:678 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-010.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:685 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:692 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:721 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:021.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:736 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:771 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:778 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:788 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:804 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:850 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:876 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:896 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:909 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:915 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:923 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:937 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:995 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:10 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:38 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:99 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:23:106 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:114 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:120 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:127 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:142 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:253 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:342 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:975 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:23:981 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:31:935 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:44:31:953 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:31:961 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:31:968 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:32:11 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:32:52 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:32:82 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:44:32:118 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:32:154 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:44:32:189 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:44:35:970 - Reader2Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:36:844 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:41:932 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:44:41:959 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:41:966 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:41:972 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:42:13 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:42:54 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:42:82 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:44:42:125 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:42:161 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:44:42:197 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:44:45:972 - Reader2Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:51:855 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:51:939 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:44:51:966 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:51:973 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:51:979 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:19 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:58 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:85 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:121 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:157 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:194 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:991 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:0 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 54 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:22 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:27 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 67 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:39 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:44 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 35 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:56 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:61 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:817 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:44:53:823 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:829 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:852 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:858 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:44:56:818 - Reader2Active has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:02:358 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:367 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:382 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:416 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:452 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:469 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:475 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:483 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:503 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:521 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:539 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:546 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:661 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 
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2010-04-24 12:45:02:704 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:742 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:782 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:897 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:02:903 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:910 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:934 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:940 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:06:860 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:11:955 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:45:11:980 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:11:990 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:32 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:46 - ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:68 - substringON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:86 - answer: ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:97 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:104 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:109 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:138 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:199 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:262 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:299 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:337 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:374 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:506 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:12:513 - sendData: rows in dataset: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:519 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:543 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:549 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:643 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:000.0 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:650 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:657 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:671 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.99 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:677 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:684 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:50 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:13:57 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:63 - BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:70 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:76 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:745 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:753 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:766 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:782 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.99 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:789 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:795 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:915 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:921 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:830 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:837 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:843 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:857 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.08 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:863 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:870 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:15:236 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:15:242 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:15:248 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:15:255 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:15:261 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:15:975 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:0 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:25 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:76 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:95 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:122 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:145 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:151 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:16 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.94 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:23 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:30 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:45 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.11 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:52 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:58 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:424 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:17:431 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:437 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:443 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:449 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:110 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-008.1 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:117 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:124 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:141 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.08 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:149 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:156 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:256 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:262 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:195 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-008.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:204 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:210 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:224 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:000.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:230 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:235 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:820 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:19:826 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:832 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:839 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:845 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:300 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-008.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:307 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:315 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:332 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:019.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:340 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:347 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:632 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:638 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:389 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-008.6 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:396 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:403 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:435 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:019.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:442 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:449 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:320 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:22:327 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:334 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:340 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:347 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:488 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-008.6 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:496 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 
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2010-04-24 12:45:22:503 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:521 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.07 Angle:019.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:529 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:536 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:543 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:22:601 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:612 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:634 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:698 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:720 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:739 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:760 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:773 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:780 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:798 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:838 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:911 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:22:918 - sendData: rows in dataset: 4 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:924 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:931 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:940 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:965 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:972 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 4 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:4 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:478 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:483 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:527 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:581 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-008.6 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:587 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:593 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:608 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.06 Angle:019.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:614 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:620 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:682 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:856 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:99 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:183 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:24:189 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:196 - BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:203 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:209 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:673 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-008.6 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:679 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:686 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:703 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:60.03 Angle:019.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:710 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:718 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:318 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:25:325 - sendData: rows in dataset: 4 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:331 - BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:338 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:346 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:355 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:362 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 4 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:607 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:614 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:777 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-008.5 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:786 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:794 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:813 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:023.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:820 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:827 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:672 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:679 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:865 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:872 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:879 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:897 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:023.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:904 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:911 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:90 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:95 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:975 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:982 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:989 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:3 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:023.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:10 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:17 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:819 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:28:826 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:832 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:839 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:28:845 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:51 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:59 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:66 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:85 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:93 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:100 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:642 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:647 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:140 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.5 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:146 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:153 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:167 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.93 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:173 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:180 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:819 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:30:826 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:832 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:839 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:845 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:241 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.5 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:248 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:256 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:273 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.91 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:280 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:287 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:621 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:627 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:328 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-006.5 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:335 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:342 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 
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2010-04-24 12:45:32:376 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.94 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:390 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:406 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:412 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:425 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:448 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:491 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:508 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:521 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:536 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:544 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:550 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:562 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:600 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:616 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:645 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:683 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:718 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:742 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:32:751 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:758 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:808 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:814 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:820 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:427 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.96 Angle:-006.5 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:434 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:442 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:457 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.88 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:465 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:473 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:596 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:601 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:520 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.94 Angle:-007.1 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:526 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:533 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:549 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.89 Angle:021.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:555 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:562 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:319 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:35:324 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:330 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:336 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:341 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:670 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-006.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:712 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:756 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:805 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:021.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:813 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:820 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:193 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:199 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:705 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-012.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:712 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:719 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:733 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.90 Angle:021.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:740 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:746 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:320 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:37:801 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-012.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:808 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:815 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:824 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:37:833 - sendData: rows in dataset: 3 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:840 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:846 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:852 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:858 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.81 Angle:021.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:865 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:872 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:878 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 4 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:916 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:728 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:735 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:894 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-012.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:902 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:909 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:921 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.76 Angle:022.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:928 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:936 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:39:820 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:39:827 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:39:834 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:39:840 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:39:847 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:39:994 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:1 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:10 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:27 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.75 Angle:022.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:36 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:43 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:645 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:651 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:84 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:91 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:98 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:111 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.72 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:118 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:124 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:820 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:41:827 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:833 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:840 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:847 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:185 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-013.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:193 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:200 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:219 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.72 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:227 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:234 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:282 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:291 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:325 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 
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2010-04-24 12:45:42:403 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:423 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:442 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:462 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:483 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:497 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:511 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:557 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:571 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:679 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:795 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:897 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:903 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:930 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:956 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:279 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-011.9 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:286 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:292 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:306 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:313 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:319 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:320 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:44:326 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:335 - BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:346 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:368 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:383 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:390 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:397 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:414 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:421 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:433 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:181 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:187 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:461 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-011.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:468 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:474 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:486 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:493 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:500 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:320 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:46:326 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:332 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:339 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:345 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:577 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:595 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:615 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:666 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.72 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:689 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:707 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:173 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:179 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:685 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-007.8 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:692 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:698 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:711 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:717 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:724 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:321 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:48:328 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:335 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:342 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:348 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:748 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-002.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:754 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:761 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:784 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:020.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:791 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:797 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:127 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:133 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:837 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-002.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:844 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:851 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:864 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.74 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:870 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:876 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:821 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:50:827 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:833 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:840 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:846 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:938 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-002.6 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:944 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:952 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:969 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.74 Angle:025.2 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:976 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:983 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:51:663 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:51:669 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:24 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.96 Angle:-002.6 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:31 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:37 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:46 - Connectioncheck has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:52:55 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.73 Angle:023.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:62 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:70 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:113 - init_port(): port: Com1 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:142 - writeToCom(): writed to Com2: ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:156 - Timeout for Reader2Active was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:179 -  

ON 

 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:192 - substring 

ON 

 not found within s 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:211 - answer:  

ON 

found from reader: Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:225 - Reader2ActiveTimer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:231 - init_port(): port: Com21 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:238 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:275 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 0 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:321 - Alive sent 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:334 - init_port(): port: Com22 don't exist in device manager 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:363 - Commands Retreived to Reader111 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:405 - Commands Retreived to Reader112 
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2010-04-24 12:45:52:432 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:52:439 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:445 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:450 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:456 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:469 - Commands Retreived to Reader113 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:570 - Commands Retreived to Reader114 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:122 - Row added, Name:BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-002.6 

Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:129 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:136 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:153 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.73 Angle:023.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:160 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:167 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:292 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:298 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:214 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-003.0 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:221 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:229 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:243 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.72 Angle:021.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:249 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:255 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:821 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:54:827 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:833 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:839 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:845 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:311 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-008.6 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:318 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:327 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:344 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.72 Angle:021.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:351 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:357 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:644 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:649 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:402 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.95 Angle:-011.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:409 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:415 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:428 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.72 Angle:021.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:433 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:440 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:322 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:57:328 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:334 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:340 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:346 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:502 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.97 Angle:-012.4 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:510 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:517 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:534 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.73 Angle:019.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:541 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:548 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:121 - Timeout for Alive was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:126 - reader2Timer paused 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:608 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-009.7 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:614 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:621 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:634 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:019.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:641 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:647 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:322 - timerReader2 has elapsed  

2010-04-24 12:45:59:328 - sendData: rows in dataset: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:334 -  

BBBF98290 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:340 -  

BBBFK1956 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:346 - sendDataSet: rows in Tag: 2 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:688 - Row added, Name: 

BBBF98290 Distance:59.98 Angle:-012.3 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:695 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:701 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 28 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:726 - Row added, Name: 

BBBFK1956 Distance:59.71 Angle:019.9 Reader:Reader112 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:733 - Timeout for reader2 was reset 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:740 - Datareceived2(): bytes left to read in buffer: 1 

 

 

 

Incoming data From the reader

 
2010-04-24 12:42:04:292 - OFF 

2010-04-24 12:42:11:856 - OFF 

2010-04-24 12:42:21:876 - OFF 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:206 - ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:22:333 –  

BBBF98290^   59.98  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:407 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:23:434 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.00  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:488 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:24:528 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.08  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:578 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:25:611 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.98  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:673 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -009.9 

2010-04-24 12:42:26:710 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.98  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:768 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.9 

2010-04-24 12:42:27:802 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.01  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:859 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:42:28:897 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.99  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:955 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:42:29:988 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.96  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:50 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:42:31:86 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.99  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:144 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:180 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:42:32:272 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:241 – 

 BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.3 

2010-04-24 12:42:33:284 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.06  000.0 

The test trace between  12:08:47 to 

12:10:29 has been removed 

because it didn’t contributed. 

 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:440 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.98 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:08:486 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.89  024.8 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:533 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:09:571 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.93  024.8 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:629 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.4 

2010-04-24 12:44:10:674 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.89  024.8 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:722 -  

BBBF98290^   59.95 -012.0 

2010-04-24 12:44:11:759 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.90  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:12:378 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:45  

- BBBF98290^   59.95 -012.0 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:80 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.90  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:924 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.95 -012.0 

2010-04-24 12:44:13:954 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.90  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:7 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.4 

2010-04-24 12:44:15:52 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.88  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:98 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -011.5 

2010-04-24 12:44:16:136 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.89  020.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:195 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -011.4 

2010-04-24 12:44:17:244 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.87  020.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:289 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.97 -011.4 

2010-04-24 12:44:18:345 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.87  020.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:19:384 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -011.4 
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2010-04-24 12:44:19:431 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.87  020.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:475 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -010.7 

2010-04-24 12:44:20:513 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.94  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:575 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -010.8 

2010-04-24 12:44:21:620 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.93  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:666 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -010.8 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:702 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.90  021.2 

2010-04-24 12:44:22:803 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:44:52:975 -  ?lFID-

radar by Trolley Scan Nov 2009 

Ver2.0 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:11 -  

60.00 meters entry range 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:33 -  

09.00 meters calibration range 

2010-04-24 12:44:53:50 -  

1 seconds between location dumps 

2010-04-24 12:45:02:376 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:0 - ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:636 – 

 BBBF98290^   59.97  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:12:664 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.99  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:720 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:13:773 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.99  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:819 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:14:850 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.08  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:15:937 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:16:54 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:5 -  

BBBF98290^   59.94  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:17:37 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.11  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:94 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -008.1 

2010-04-24 12:45:18:133 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.08  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:185 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -008.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:19:218 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07  000.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:281 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -008.8 

2010-04-24 12:45:20:325 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07  019.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:378 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -008.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:21:429 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.07  019.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:471 -  

BBBF98290^   59.95 -008.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:513 -  

BBBFK1956^P  60.07  019.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:22:635 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:566 –  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -008.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:23:600 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.06  019.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:664 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -008.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:24:695 -  

BBBFK1956^   60.03  019.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:755 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -008.5 

2010-04-24 12:45:25:807 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.93  023.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:844 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -007.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:26:890 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.93  023.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:941 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.98 -007.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:27:996 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.90  023.8 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:34 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -007.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:29:77 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.93  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:126 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -007.5 

2010-04-24 12:45:30:160 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.93  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:222 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -007.5 

2010-04-24 12:45:31:266 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.91  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:313 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -006.5 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:356 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.94  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:32:439 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:412 –  

BBBF98290^   59.96 -006.5 

2010-04-24 12:45:33:449 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.88  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:504 -  

BBBF98290^   59.94 -007.1 

2010-04-24 12:45:34:542 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.89  021.4 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:624 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -006.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:35:798 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.90  021.4 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:691 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -012.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:36:726 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.90  021.4 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:787 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -012.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:37:827 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.81  021.4 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:880 -  

BBBF98290^   59.95 -012.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:38:915 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.76  022.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:39:977 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -011.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:40:20 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.75  022.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:70 -  

BBBF98290^P  59.97 -011.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:41:104 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.72  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:165 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -013.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:212 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.72  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:42:309 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:272 –  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -011.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:43:300 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.71  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:354 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -011.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:44:407 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.71  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:447 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -011.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:45:480 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.71  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:545 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -007.8 

2010-04-24 12:45:46:646 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.72  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:634 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -007.8 

2010-04-24 12:45:47:705 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.71  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:731 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -002.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:48:776 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.71  020.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:823 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -002.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:49:857 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.74  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:917 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -002.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:50:960 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.74  025.2 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:10 -  

BBBF98290^   59.96 -002.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:49 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.73  023.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:52:153 -  

ON 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:107 –  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -002.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:53:146 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.73  023.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:200 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -003.0 

2010-04-24 12:45:54:236 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.72  021.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:296 -  

BBBF98290^   59.95 -008.6 

2010-04-24 12:45:55:336 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.72  021.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:388 -  

BBBF98290^   59.95 -011.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:56:421 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.72  021.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:484 -  

BBBF98290^   59.97 -012.4 

2010-04-24 12:45:57:527 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.73  019.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:579 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -009.7 

2010-04-24 12:45:58:628 -  

BBBFK1956^   59.71  019.9 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:672 -  

BBBF98290^   59.98 -012.3 

2010-04-24 12:45:59:716 -  

BBBFK1956^P  59.71  019.9 

 


